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^ B H O Synopsis ^ 
B a c k g r o u n d As we may aware, the same glass boxes that ^ ^ ^ ^ 
rise in Manhattan are being constructed eve-
rywhere in China. The entire world is gradually ^^^；：：^^^ 措 ^^^^：：：^-^ 
becoming westernized and homogenized.. The 
influence is not just the physical form but also 
every aspects of our daily life. j j . 
Being one of the earliest civilized country in 抓 
the world, China has well developed historical 
heritage and cultural background which are _ 
worth preserving. But the question is how can 
the virtues of the culture be preserved and 丄 
fostered in such a way that they can ‘ adapt' — '' 
to the present complicated modern soci-
ety. 
Descr ip t ion The thesis starts with the review of one of the 
of the p ro jec t main philosophical beliefs in traditional Chinese 
culture i.e. Taoism which emphasis the har-
monious and unify relationships in the universe. 
Taoist attitude towards life can be seen in ac-
cepting and yielding, the joyful and carefree 
sides of Chinese character. As modern soci-
ety becomes more advanced and complex, 
Taoism encourage people not to be bound by 
the existing framework and to think of more 
possibilities and to act according to the rhythm 
of the nature. The indigenous philosophy can 
help us to see the world from a new perspec-
tive which encourage us to live more 'healthy', 
not just physically but also spiritually- complete 
health. 
Focus The project starts with A Taoist Association 
which is planning to set up a Taoist Resource 
and Health Centre that aims to promote the 
traditional Chinese culture especially Taoism 
to the citizens of Hong Kong. 
The focus of the project will be on the follow-
ing aspects: 
1. Functionally 
to provide spaces for promoting various activi-
ties relating to Taoism 
2. Architecturally 
to explore the language of modern Chinese 
architecture via the interpretation of the Chi-
• nese philosophical ideas. ^ ； ^ 々 ; 厂 : ; ^ 
1. It is one of the densely populated area where ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
are crowded with local people, which becomes I 
2. It is an urban site in which the centre can m t - ^ ^ ^ S f t 
耐 s m c a n b e a p p n e d t o f ^ ^ ^ 
Program analysis BI.I 
Brief formulation 
As the building is a new building type in which 
architecture becomes the tool to commu-
nicate w i th the nature, the building program 
and the architectural expression become the 
main study issues. 
In formulating the program, interviews with 
various Taoist organizations and the scholars 
were conducted to generate the building pro-
gram and the design goals (see case study in 
program report). During the design stage, the 
design were frequently checked against the 
goals as a way to improve the design. 
The building is not an religious institue but 
rather as an educational and medical centre 
and the site is located in the urban area which 
is very uncommon. This is because the centre 
intended to introduce an new way of life style 
to the city people and a new way of promoting 
Taoism. 
Program analysis bi.2 
Client profile 
Cl ient Hong Kong Taoist Association 
The Association was set up in 1961 as an vol-
untary organization to serve the community 
and to unify all the Taoist organizations in Hong 
Kong. 
Cl ient 's brief With the funding from all the Taoist organiza-
tion, the Association decided to build a Taoist 
Health and Resources Centre in order to pro-
mote, introduce and advance Taoism. 
The centre should 
• be a complete innovative design for pro-
moting the Taoist theory 
• aim for educational, medical consulting 
and body strengthening purposes 
• serve as a leading role to demonstrate 
the importance of preserving Chinese culture 
Users 
serve mainly two catalogues of users: 
General publ ic a place 
• to start to understand Taoism 
• to acquire consultation services 
• to acquire medical consulting services 
• to obtain Chinese Acupuncture treatment 
• to play qigong, Taiji 
• to acquire information 
• to medicate 
• to get the feeling of “ harmonization with 
nature" 
Students a place 
• to learn a new way of thinking not by read-
ing books but by own experience 
• to study the applications of Taoism in the 
society 
• to exchange ideas 
• to acquire information from the library 
I Q Q ^ J P r o g r a m a n a l y s i s b i 3 
Scope of works 
• to act as a educat ion and resource centre 
to promote Taoism 
• to act as a health centre to promote Chi-
nese medic ines 
^ B S ^ ^ ^ V Spiritual Health Physical Health 
Meditiation Chinese Medicine 
Information Acupuncture 
m m H I H Lecture space Consultat ion room 
• Meditat ion space Open space 
Consultat ion room "Green space" 
Library 
Schedule of accommodation 
space c i t t i o L requSment(m2, Other requireme^ 
information = = c t i o n information for “ ~ easiy come across by 
centre exhibits Passer-by 
"green space" q; 
preparation space before 800 oPen to public 24 hours 
meditation connection to nature 
lecture space meditation, group discussion 840 spatial quality to facilitate the 
lecturing,consultation connection to nature 
herb store pharmacy, Chinese herbs 240 
library retrive information for self- 220 
c o S a ^ o n conservation with consultants 97 
room 
meeting room group discussion 
meetings of scholars 88 
acupunture . . 
room acupuncture, physical therapy 36 
Total 2534 
Program analysis bi .4 
Functional relationship 
Public Semi- public Private 
I I 
• I — J — r L ib rary J 
• Meditation _ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Taoist I n f o rma t i on I Lecture • 
cent re I | 
• Discussion 
1 I Consultation j C j 
Enjoyment • • 
• • Consu l ta t i on 
n ^ " T Lec tu re space - J _ ( ^ ； ； ； ^ ^ 
Qi gong “ • ^ 
J I 
j J讓ey I I ！ ^ | 
Green space _ = ^ ^ ： ^ Q | 
I • ^ j ^ i 
— A c c e s s 
I I Opened 24 hours 

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































^ Site analysis b2.i 
Site characteristics 
the site abuts on two opposite lots in the heart U -
With the Lady_s street cutt ing 
• It is one of the densely populated area ！ 
where are crowded with local people, ^ ^ y |喪 
which becomes an ideal place for both 袭 
promotion and serving the community. 臉 ^ K p f v ^ M 7 、 ^ 
• It is located in one of the busiest com-= 丨 二 
fig. 1 Context of the site 
Site se lec t ion • Taoism : search for alternatives to exist- ^ h h j 
in re la t i on to ing rigid frame work ^ ^ ^ ^ ( 
Taoism the centre can act as a purifier in this busy, ^ ^ K ^ m k 
complex urban context - a break through 為 
of the existing fabric 
• Taoism emphasis on present life ( ) ， ^ ^ H ^ l ^ ^ m ^ ! ^ ^ ^ H 
thus should be in relation to our city life ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ f p ^ l ' ^ ^ H 
Site • Site is surrounded by residential buildings ^ ^ B f a M f c y l j ^ j 
const ra in ts and the admittance of sunlight to the cen-
tre becomes very critial. ^ ^ B T T " " " ^ " ^ ^ ^ H 
• Building control 
Zon ing B ^ H K S S B I H B 
The site is zoned as Residential ( Group 丁 h e centre as a purifier to the district 
A)i site. The centre falls into column 2 of 
Outline Zoning Plan which means uses 
may be permitted on application to Town 
Planning Board. 
Plot ratio and site coverage: 
According to outline zoning plan, the per-
mitted plot ratio for non- domestic devel-
opment is 9. Full site coverage for build-
ing height under 15m 
Oppount i t ies • Accesses to the site can be the Sai Yeung 
Choi Street, Tung Choi Street ( Lady's 
Street) and Fa Yuen Street, which has 
oppountities to attract more visitors. 
• The two site can be connected at upper 
level so as the improve the circulation flow 
in those three streets 
• The contrasting characters of the building 
and the site context can be a good device 
for visitor to reveal the present. 
^ Site analysis B2.2 
Site context 
more open and 
welcoming 
j T B j j B M^jii i i i i i i ir-T 
。 ： ： I . 就 | | | 1 | 1 » | . . . ‘ _ , & — _ 
• Fa Yeung street i . I 
細 叨M L l i na『----r—tzrirr.—^、[hh_mBmSB . . S i i H M i U i t t i S S 
more private 
Relationship of the sunlight and the centre 
雌 - • ^ . . M ：» 
！现:」_ /i^EJBj 
1 1 ! H I 疆「 : • • 
I : l . t ^ l l i i I I x P ! _ _ _ • • I 
'-a <:.>« '一 
_ ^ ^ " 二 “伐 …―〜 _ 
瞧 MINflr^HHiiiawiaiiiiM r 
Sunr ise and sunset Admi t tance of sun l igh t 
圓驪 
Water reflection Light and shadow 
Site analysis 32.3 
Relationship of sunlight and the centre 
Summer 丄— . J Z T r i 
\ \ 1 ‘ —— -
卡 零 凝 々 ； 、 卜 一 = 二 
； ： ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
幽丨丨価疆: 
— — 〜;.- / 、.二 .… ^：. . 
Winter - ： ^ ^ _ _ \ — • i.,. ： 、、 t-
‘ i ^ i : ： i d 
... —_:‘ w V v \ \ \ \ 
8:00 a.m. 12: 00 p.m. 4: 00 p.m. 
Site analysis B 2 .4 
j H i C T I 圓 
圓 i 麵 圖 
.丨 j ^ S S S I;丨 I ^ B B 」 : B B S S : 
8： 00 a.m. 12: 00 p.m. 4： 00 p.m. 
Subject analysis B 3 . I 
Special study - Water and Architecture 
= m a n d chap te rs 
M—g: ^ ^ f c l n — » 
Water is just like Tao. 
It has three properties: ‘ ； 
• It nourish the universe. >‘,,丨丨••.. 
• It is maneuverable and reflect everything fig. 1 Water is the source of life 
surround it. It follows the rhythm of the 
nature and does not complete with others 
• It flows down to dirty places where people T H W E - - 1 广 
hate and clean the dirt. 
People with Tao acts like water. • f ‘ ‘ - ^ M 
• People concern with give and never talk a % , /， 
about rewards. \ 、 ： ‘ " ^ 梦 ‘ ； 
• People should be honest to each other just “ 
like water never speaks but can reflects ；, 
everything completely. People should be 
able to adapt to different situation and 
never complain. fig. 2 People should be able to adapt to different 
• People are humble and low profile but con- situation and never complain just like water which 
tribute to the society. forms can vary according to different setting. 
‘ - 麵 、 ， 
Meaning: l ^ S f i ^ 靠 l : ^ : : ' 》 口 ; : , 、 
Water is the weakest thing in the universe but f ‘ ‘ 
nothing can win it because nothing can replace ^ : ‘ f ‘ ‘ 
it and it has the power to destroy anything. ^ - r - J i i ^ / % ' &二 '广 
Weak can win the strong.( ) ^ ' ' ' ' - ' ' - 、 ： ‘ ‘ 
Soft can win the hard.( ) . ‘ 广 多 f ^ S H ^ i i ^ 激 V Q 
One can accept insult of the public can be the [ '宏?f , 
— I ； f 靜 
C h a r a c t e r i s - a. Inherent danger t^ f^j^ ；：'' ： m j l j m 
t ics of water: • The innate force within water represents 口 1 § | 1 
the essence of Yin and Yang where good 赢‘‘；丨；?:，, 
cannot exist without evil. % 
b. Reflective propert ies and audiovisual ef- 〜 嫌 鋒 ！ 霸 會 急 
fects of mov ing water ：：。- | | ’ k . ‘ 'v ' ' • 
• a tool for creating energy and space f 麵 ； “ ： 爵 、 
• initiate imagination 丨 - , ： 警 、 
c. Water creates tension both visual and ac- 丨 , ， ^ ' j S : ’ 環 
tual, wh ich is provocat ive and disturbing. .、：〜. 
e. Exists in var ious fo rms ‘ ‘ 〜 〜 
• its forms vary in different settings, which 汽 ^ d ^ ^ / “ ^ ^ _ :、 ' , 
shows its adaptability and power of ma- f J Z T n . t % T f 
niDulation "/ce water never speaks but can reflects every-
^ thing completely. 
^ Subject analysis 33.2 
Special study - Water and Architecture 
Water in • to illicit a peaceful response within the 
architecture: project 
• to bridge the separation of by architec-
ture if the building divorce us from nature ^ ^ g B H B 
• to create a heterotopic alternative to lived “ ^ ^ I ^ ^ H H 
experience ， ^ 
The transformation of water by in the man- w \ *： ffM ^ H 
made world defines it characters in four ways: | 、 S ^ H 
i A t iM 
a point of gathering 、 胃 
• fountains, spring are places where people / , • 、 3 
gathers | 
• in ancient Greece, the well was the only 二 • ？ ! , 
place where women could gather and ere- I p " ^ H l j ^ ^ 
ate a society. “ 、 f 
a source of power ： … J l 
• river gives birth to the hierarchical socie- fig. 4 A point of gathering 
ties 
• In Euphrates, Nile or Rhine, the ruler mimic 
the line of river in great axes leading not to " 厂 — " ‘ ” ： ‘ 、 
the water but to the pylons and pyramids ^ ^ 》 ’ , … ’ ’ ’ — j » 
that attempt to create order and finitude ^ ： ‘ ；' ： > ‘、~ . . ‘： V ： 二f“ 
against the flow of water and life. ， | M ！ 
• The lines of river are the main lines of des- " ‘ 
potism, against the point of coherence that . 、 ^ 舂 〜 ： . 
connect nomadic cultures. In fountains, “ ：办》,‘：^^^〜I 
they are the lines of hierarchy that ema- - V ^ 
nate from the palace of the Cardinal d ， ^ j / ' W ' m ' 
Este，the chateau of Fouquet at Vaux- le- 鄉 , ‘ p ： '1 
Vicomte and the bedroom of Louis Xiv at 、 " 人 ' | 
Versailles. Only along this axis does eve-
rything make sense. fig.5 A place of culture 
a place of culture 
參 The edge is the coast, the delta where 
earth, water and sky mix and give birth to 
civilization- r … — — — — 一 
• The waterfront is the place where morality ! “ ‘ 
breaks down, culture devolves into its own 1 、， •以 , „ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
satire and unknown journeys begin. ‘ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
• Foucault pointed out that ships, traveling ‘ f ‘ 
from port to port, that keep society alive: 瓶 ， ' < ‘ ： -
perfect heterotopias, they collage together ； __丨 
— 。 f - „ _ . 
a place of limits and imagination 一 一 ：丨 _ " g i i i ^ 
• In fountain, the edge is the lip or rim that "载 
borders the pool. It is the point where dis- fe , 
tinctions disappear, where the real and I ‘ ^ f c l ^ ^ t o i i - , 
unreal mix. W ^ m t r n ^ ‘ 囊 备 
• The pool is where architecture becomes 置 ， 
mirror, a frame that does not contains the 
possibility of a perfect world, but reflects ‘ : : ' ^ B l t , 
the world all around us. It presents us back 
to ourselves. We can only dream by look- 1 \ & 
ing in It- fig Q ^ place of limits and imagination 
I S ^ ^ I Subject analysis b3.3 
Special study - Water and Architecture 
Case study a. Shoei Yoh's Prospecta 92，Toyama, Ja- t , 水 ” 了” , 
pan : > ( ' : ， 雄 麵 卿 臂 f : 嚴 - 丨 ‘ 灣 _ 
The building is an observatory which is de- |秦“;,） \:;:卜:、 
signed for the pure appreciation of natural phe-》::'然‘、;、《『、>、^tftS^M 
nomena and the beautiful landscape. The ::::;’::< t 
viewer is able to see snowy mountains as well 
phenomena ^ ^ ^ ^ g m ^ ^ ^ m ^ g m s n i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ m 
on the 
tion and intelligent understanding of nature 
through natural perception. . ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
He believes water is mysterious. The way rain j 
reflects sunlight forming rainbows, and how 
people perceive that the irregular forms of fog ； ® 
are dancing in accordance with the music that ^ m 
is performed. Some people even see the illu- 、(• ^ H 
sion of a dragon dancing. j | | H 
“The more intelligent we are, the less instruc- I f l ^ V 者 ， 
tive we tend to be." 
Comments: 
The building takes the best advantages of the ^ ^ H U H ^ ^ ^ H H 
landscape but impose sever damages visually 
and physically to the environment. i ^ H H ^ ^ ^ B n 
『 „ — , • : . _ . 「 ， ; ” 
The design is a series of building and c o u r t -丨?々？,：〜、:， ' ^ ^ H l 
yards incorporating and recovering, the sur- ； ，叙？ 
rounding prairie, the highway and underpass H I ^ H H . . 1 
to create individual and intimate spaces. Wa- m ^ H ^ ^ J b ^ - j i 】 
ter is used as the major elements to tie all the (“ 
components together. g U p f 
Comments: J 
The architectural elements though dealing with 件-^血一 " ( ‘ ^ V s 
various forms, scales, colours, are too o v e r - 嚨 、 f i j ^ ^ f e l r ! 謹 
whelming with the architect's subjective p e r - 蔽 力 ， 零 
ception and neglect the nature around it. A ^ ， • ^ ^ mm 
^ Subject analysis b3.4 
Special study- Water and Architecture 
c. Tadao Ando's Water Temple, Honpukuji, 、‘ 、】 
Japan ^^^^^^ 
It is a revolutionary temple design that does J^ 
not take the traditional axial al ignment of t h e ，丄二 
main temple building and courtyards of the 
past. Instead by entering the lotus pond which B ^ ^ ^ T V ^ ^ ^ I j j j l ^ L 
has long been part of the temple vernacular to W K / f p v - ^ ^ S ^ N ^ ' t H I 
recall the memory of the Buddhist temple. j U | | ^ 》 : 摔 f ^ ^ 、 
Comments: 
Very clever and creative way to transform the ^ ^ m I S B W B ^ ^ I H 
traditional to modern with respects to site，peo- f;g. 1 Enteringthe lotus pond to recall the memory 
pie and the religious ritual. of the Buddhist temple 
， / 垂 毫 
fig. 2 Site plan and plan 
f'9-3 The interior of the hall and its pillars are stained vermillion; this traditional Buddhist 
colour intensifies when the reddish glow of sunset floods the space, casting long shadows 
from the pillars deep into the interior 
I Q I I ^ S I Subject analysis B35 
Special study- plant 
Fruit to 
n a m Appearance Scent Colour attract 
birds 
evergreen small tree of leave- dark green, shinning 
A Shrubby habit s u m m e r above, all year 
f lower y 
M U rray flower- white, at branch end, 
paniculata summer — 
J. fruit- red, 2cm 
medium sized evergreen tree leave- two lobed. heart-
TlOWer shaped, green, all year 
. Nov. - Mar. 
Bauhin ia flower- rich magenta, purple, 
b lakeana Nov. to Mar. -
^ trunk- brown 
i 
small or medium sized decidu- leave- two lobed, Feb. to 
ous tree Spr ing Oct.. green 
f lower 
Bauhin ia flower- pink, red, white, Apr. 
var iegata to Jun. 一 
， . trunk-grey 
O f ^ j j % fruit- black, 30 dm long pod 
31 1 . 
evergreen tree leave- oval, all year, green 
Q - ripen in 
Ilex flower- white, cluster to 2 cm, Nov. 
rotunda - food eaten 
’ 外 - i - 耐 - d a r k g r e y 
• J % fruit- red berry, 0.6cm 
branchlet- reddish tinge 
large deciduous tree leave- 9 cm. light green when “ 
p young, darken as summer ： b训 e 
progress four times a 
Reus year in 
v i rens ^ ： ‘ ‘ . flower- minute every month 
产 、 - except Feb. 
^ trunk- smooth bark Xu^ar. and 
^ ^ ^ f⑴丨卜 pale green when young 
^ turning cream, red and finally 
^ 。 dark purple when rippen 
deciduous tree leave- three lobed, 8-15 cm. 
/ / green when young turning 
F. , / f brown and red in autumn and 
Uqiidambar • J / V L winter 
formosana 残 , 驚 _ f.ower-smal. 
； H trunk- brown -
cCN 
" ^ 广 ‘ fruit- green when young turn-
ing brown when rippen 
li i J 
H B E H L Subject analysis bs.g 




Subject analysis bs.-/ 
Special study- plant 
Autumn 
Winter 
^ Subject analysis b3.8 
Special study- plant 
si:>s ： E 厂 二 一 一。Wish p S I . = 广 … 一 — 1 . = 广。 n丨…一 
： E L r : ， — . SESTi二= 
• 15 feet in height •丨⑴^^ a round black berry, about the 
size of a pea 
二 • ^2=’,二：； • ！ — ： S S ^ L . ： 
• smalt or mecJium sized deciduous • I®®^ dul丨 green thtek, 2-4 indjws 
tree, up to 20 feet high 丨0门9, v»ry fragrant when crushed 
• creamy- wtiHe flowere bome closely 
together in a spike 
Blschofta • excellent «hdde tree, tal habit, • preferably in shertered posrtbn fn • aromatc cajepui oil extracted from 
trifoliata densely foliage spreading crown company with other trees t ^ teaves for medicinal uses 
,berry- Eke fruits, mature in Nov.. • appear in parks and avenues 
: 甚 S S r 二 d r^^  • 『 ： 二 一 ― — p • = 二 二 
• 召 藍 二 ” 二 二 • whte fragrant flowers from Aprfl to . [S^盟"nT®*^  丨°^ ' 
C.na .0 . . . . Sof^ncVre^' ‘ ！^^；：；^ ：^^ .^,, • ve. Hard woo, . i n l a n d s 
camphora • commercial camphor obtained from •""如stand wind , flowers wt»te fragrant, formed In • derate, saver Dninina canb« 
二：TaJt 1 ： 二 . one .0 _ ^ — 
valuable drug in medicine berry, bright • red 
• evergreen shade tree, dense crown 
of shining dark- green feaves, up to 
• distinctive trunk with a series of indicus • excellent shade tree • should be given plenty of room to 
vertical cracks in the bark • a big slow- growing deciduous tree, meet its ev«rtual sizs 
• small pate yellow flowers In Apr. up to 50 feet 
• sinall black fruil • flower yellow, sweet- scented, 
bloom In June to July 
• the rose- scented wood may be red, 
yellow or white and is used for fln® 
pi^ taeva • strong regular- shaped deciduous • grxjw at any altitude, prefer sunny furniture 
• p ^ ： 器 = = 二 
. • . . = 約 0 丨 胁 恥 丨 丨 
• m spring, large buds appear first on • slow growing but ideal in long butterflies, beeft and files 
me tips of twigs, as season term for providing shade and • fruit sirall berries' 
= 二 -Iter • -cased for Chinese medicine 
d r ^ S ^ I • wood used in th>e match industry 
• red beny like figs 
Scfiima • a tall quick- growing evergronn ^ 
superba local tree UD to 60 feet • prefer sunny sheltered position in 
Gordonia • 彻 « shrubby evergreen tree, up to • will grow in poorest soil • ‘ f i ^w^ company with other trees 
axinaris 10 feet abundance on the WItekies masses of fragrant whte flowers m 
• ！S^tnt^ 曲 丨 拥 饿 ， I fruit a rourxiwQCKly capsule | 
• whHa flowers produced in winter. 
2-3 Inches with a mass of yellow 
stamens In the centre 
• fruit, woody capsule, an Inch long 
Itex rotunda • stout evergreen tree, up to 30 feet • 9«>w in almost any condition 
• dense (oTage crown of »ofl and site 
• ftower small, decidoous. greenish- • useful shade and ornamental 
whfte. bome In umbrella- Ifke dusters 细 f»rks and gardens 
on young brancWels in early summer 
• trutt, a small round ber/y, deep red 
when ripe in the cold months 
= = • 宗 p r 二 r 二 • ： ， 二 ， — 
•丨oHage turns bririiantly brown and 
^ the autumn and is retained 
late Into the winter 
I B ^ ^ B . Subject analysis b3.9 
Special study- Taoist philosophy 
In the classic of Taoism, Dao De Jing, the Tao 了^)「§，g|醫述道」 
has three levels of meaning and correspond- 爲什麼要設定「道」是無形的呢？存:待殊時空中的具體車物是會生滅 
i n g c o n c e p t s : 變化的，「道」卻是永久存在•這是似是而非的’老子的「道」卻並不是固定 
不變的’它卻是不斷地在運動著’所以說：「周行而不殆。J由於「道」的變 
動，由是產生了天地萬物•下面引說「道」的產生天地禹物• 
1. Tao as the Metaphysical Being: the Tao ex-乙、宇宙的顿 
ists before the universe and everything comes 老子認爲’「道」是一切存在的根源（「萬物之宗」）’也是一切存在的始 
f r o m it. T h e c o n c e p t s o f you ( 兔 ) a n d WU 源。「這」是自然界中最初的發動者(The prinordial natural force) ’ 它 
/ A l t 、。…• . ： .. 、 ) ！ i • 具有無窮的潜在力和創造力。物鄉的生長，都是r道」麵在力之不斷創 
( 界 ）are used to descr ibe this metaphys卜發的-種表現.從莴物生生不息、縫向榮的成長中’可以看出「道」 
cal being. Not -Being does not mean Nothina- ，S二: 'f'不pu生萬物就完事了，它還要內附於萬物,以畜養它 
ness but rather the absence of p e r c e p t i b t ;;溫，無:l」麵有著」無似陌對之%而」又無的：「有無:？SS f^g 
q u a l i t i e s . ^^ 丄卻又能產生萬物，因••道」之爲一種潛藏力’它在未經成爲現資性時’ 
'匕「隱」著了’用以形容「道」幽隐而末形，既不感官去接觸它’又不能 
用槪念去表述它‘ 
2. Tao as the Law of Nature: every quali ty ex- i ^ l S S S S l l ^ . . 一廿 • 
• x^ ^ ^ I- . , y ^ f 事物的連動發展總要返回到原來基始的狀態’ r反」字可作「相反J ’也可作 
ists in a cycl ic manner, it invo lves and wil l 「返回」i.相RSif立 i.返回復初 」 
evolves into one's opposi te and finally oneself 甲對立術彻規律 
again. All the e lement in the universe should 老^爲什麼這樣重視雜相立的雌和事物對立面的轉化呢•？這不外有下 












3. Tao as the Way of Living: one should be-(三）生活準則的「道」 
have so as to let oneself and others to be their ； f 自 ; 「 f i ^ S T ^ / ^ r 於 道 j 徘 德」_現道』 
‘ natural ' selves The concept of ziran and 生的活動中’內化於萬物，而成爲各物的歴性’這便是「德」《形而上的 
WUWei ^ j t ? ) c i immariypQ an iHoal 「道」落宽到人生的®面上，其所顯現的特性而爲人類所胺驗、所取法者，都 
： = 、 尸 ？ ” ^ ^ ) s u m m a r i z e s a n i d e a l 可說是「德」的活動範園了。「道」是指未經渗入一絲一軟爲的自然狀態. 





Subject analysis b 31 o 
Case study 1-Tadao Ando 
• space are emot ional expression of vari- s g M M K 
ous people ^ p j ^ ^ ^ J 
• space amounts to that of an intermediary 
in an in-depth dialogue between the user 
and the architecture 
• spaces transcend theory and appeal to the 
deepest spiritual levels 1 
approach 
• use of l imited material and exposed tex-
ture to create s imple spatial composi t ion B ^ ^ ^ H 
for provoking an awareness of a d ia logue B T ^ ^ ^ 
with natural e lements • i T ^ m I 
I 
• ambiguous art iculation of the funct ion of fig-1 Ando: "...concrete as the most suitable ma-
space to inspire internal vistas within the terial for realizing spaces created by rays of 
individual which correspond to spaces that sunlight.concrete must be homogeneous with 
the individual harbors within himself light walls become abstract, are negated, and 
r" ^ m U m H ^ H H m ^ l l l l l l l l l i m approach the ultimate limit of space, their actual-
L ity is lost, only the space they enclose gives a 
I k ^ ^ H H ^ ^ ^ ^ H H p P f ^ ’ sense of really existing...“ 
參 emotionally fundamental space-, emphasis 
on indefinite parts related to human emo- 、 ^ 
t ion and to the interstitial zones between B j ^ ^ ^ j ^ j j ^ ^ l B H i i l i i l i P P i l W S 
funct ional ly establ ished spaces, and fur-
ther subl imate it into a symbol ic space of 
^ m ^ E ^ ^ S i Z ^ ： ? - fig- 2 Interior of Sukiya- style spaces 
VI • W 、 E n c l o s e d in small space, people can allow their 
^ f I ^ B B ； ‘ 二 thoughts to range into infinity; 
f J B ^ ^ H 1 hear the voice of nature and travel to cosmic dis-
l i / C O H l ^ S M / ^ A ^ tances. 
^ Subject analysis b 3 . i i 
Case study 1-Tadao Ando 
Church on Mount Rokko 
丨 ‘ 、 ’ 
Organ iza t ion On a verdant slope of mount, this small church A：} f : | 、 ' ’， 
enjoys sweeping ocean views. The building has 膨 、 】 ‘ ‘ , 、 
a chapel and bell tower, a covered colonnade ' ^ ^ M i 、 \ 
and a freestanding wall, which partially en-
Sequence of Stage 1. 
space physically lifted eight hundred meters to the 
top of Mount Rokko by a ropeway- arouses 
expectations of floating in the clouds -—：：：/-
s tage 2. 
space- tunnel effect: 二 J ^ 〉 " 
in space tunnel we are speeded up, greater . 
speed unconsciously suggests greater dis-
tance covered over a given time. Also bore-
dom is experienced; t ime is perceived to be ! , 
longer than c lock t ime.( S ince Japanes f i \ 
‘places，tend to be very close to each othf i r | \ 
the tendency is to expand space by incmasing ‘、, 
experiential t ime through the reduction spRRd — 一 
and the obstruction of movement Space is 
created bv 'killing' ( slowing down、t.mP-> 吻 3 丹a " of the site 
_ _ 
Ibnect^r^ tunnel 丨门 t—t丨騰丨 Japanese ar- fjg. 5 Space tunnel in Ando's work- “ We are led 
down a long dim passage framed by a low wall 
on one side and dense bushes on the other. En-
ticing us forward is a hazy vision of our destina-
tion， fractured by thick tree branches. The spatial 
result is that the church seems very far away.“ 
l E S ^ ^ I Subject analysis B3.12 
Case study 1-Tadao Ando 
Stage 3 
come to the semi-circular stopping space and 、 、 : 
rewarded with the Ando 's magnif icent compo- • ^ 二 
sition 丨 、 ： / ； 
“space now seems shrunk into a framed pic- f ； , , 
ture painted with different geometric volumes, - f l j l l , ： 、 
different textures and contrasts of light and | H I H 、 ^ | 、 ； 卜 ： ； 
她‘丨 i H ^ g ' i 、 ： 
一 羅 
light tunnel ^ ^ y ^ 
“ w e are taken into a long passage, s ided and ‘ " 麥 ‘ ’ . 灣 
roofed with milky glass panels, a most unu-
sual spatial exper ience.. .a seemingly immate-
rial tube of light. Greenish light rise f rom be- Stage 4: light tunnel 
low, milky light descends from above." 
S 一 5 
ninety degree turn to right, a vert ical slit be-
tween the light tunnel and the concrete wall ！ 
a l lows a na r row f r a m e d v iew th rough the 
—會 rWl 
• • L i 
s tage 6 fig. 7 Stage 6: compare with the experience of 
entering into a Japanese house，you have to bend 
cave experience: a narrow dark passage turn- down and step in 
ing us one hundred- and eighty degrees round, 
being turn back to where one came from sug-
gests the journey is near its end 
Stage 7 
Inside church 
: fig- S stage 7: view directed downwards, not 
S f ^ ^ H t ^ t ' ^ l ' ^ " • upwards, space is purposely introverted 
W^^^m- “ we have the sensation of entering the very soil 
‘ , r ^ ^ S H n H k 视 are made of...a physical feeling of return to 
七 f - li our origin.“ 
^ Subject analysis b 3 . i 3 
Case study 2- Kisho Kurokawa 
Philosophy of symbiosis and metabo-
lism 
M e t a b o l i s m movemen t to express the convic t ion that a 
work of architecture should not be f rozen and 
unchanging once it is comple ted but should 
be apprehended instead as a th ing of as a 
process that evolves f rom past to present and 
f rom present to future. 
S y m b i o s i s o f Western culture: Interior and exterior are two 
i n t e r i o r a n d different worlds, the wall is regarded as a form 
ex te r i o r that protects one f rom the destruct ive power 
of nature. 
Eastern culture: the public exter ior and pri-
vate interior space are two natures interpen-
etrate, exist in symbiosis and st imulate each 
other, creat ing a zone that can descr ibed as 
extremely warm and suggest ive. 
T rad i t i ona l J a p a n : la t t ice d o o r s of u r b a n 
houses of Kyoto and hedges mark the bounda-
ries of personal property, do not shut it off 
completely f rom the outside, but al low inside 
and outside to interpenetrate. 
Modern approach: by bringing the feel ing of 
the exterior into the interior or by raising the 
exterior to the same level of architectural im-
portance as the interior. 
Kurokawa's Fukuoka Bank: the large 
corridorlike area beneath the eaves of the bank • • • • • ^ • I H H 
as a sort of intermediary zone to connect the m t M ^ m ^ k i s ^ W B H B B p i B | 
public urban and private spaces. 
： 气 : _ _ _ 
fig- 1 Fukuoka Bank - symbiosis ofintGrio「3nd fig. 2 Kisho Kurokawa's interpretation and trans-
exterior formation of tradition to modern architecture 
Subject analysis B 3 . 1 4 
Case study 2- Kisho Kurokawa 
S y m b i o s i s o f • to over lap and overlay t ime 
h i s t o r y a n d • to incorporat ing our history into the most 零 r、v 〜 
t h e p r e s e n t advanced contemporary technology, into 一 : 〜 二 、 - ~ 
life in modern society. 
history that we can see: architectural forms, 
decorat ive elements, and symbols 
history that we cannot see: att i tudes, ideas, 
phi losophies, religions, sensibil i t ies, aesthet- ‘ 〜 ： 
ics and pattern of living fig. 3 Ise Shrine- preserved as spiritual heritage, 
as part of genetic code 
Japan vs European approaches 
Ise Shrine: 
• cont inues to be rebuilt every twenty years 
• the intent is to recreate the shrine exact ly 
upon each reconstruct ion i K ^ ^ j ^ H H ^ ^ H 
• present shrine is not the exact copy of the 知 • w l ^ H I ^ I 
original f 
• preserved as spiritual heritage, as part ,、零〜: 
of a genetic code ‘产’-^s^f^mil 塞 】 
，=:buiit ^ ‘ piiffflffi I 
• materially, it is today as it originally was ' J l ' " ' . 教 
fig 4 Parthenon- western approach 
Kurokawa's approach 
Method 1 
• deconstruct historical e lements into frag-
ments and incorporated them into mod- S ^ ^ ^ S f l l 
ern work in sophist icated form p p ^ f f i ^ m ^ 
e.g. National Bunraku Theater ‘ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
• the theme of symbiosis of past and present I ^ ^ b r j ^ - j ； ? 
employed from the Edo period : ^ 
• ^ ^ ^ ^ w a t c h t o w e r , /c^rastorehouse-sty le fig.5 method 1 of symbiosis of history and the 
_ w s present in National Bunraku Theater 
Method 2 
• incorporate the a tmosphere or mood of 暦”“卜 | .丨 j . ‘ j l U j . 
the past- Japanese Buddhism thought or z Llii-：. “ r : : : Tzd :: 
traditional Japanese aesthetics or philoso- : ； 
phy，or ar rangement of space, or patterns 二二号^ 
of l iving into modern architecture. 必 V ^ ^ ^ M ^ ^ ^ U f 
e.g.Hiroshima City Museum of Contemporary ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ B 
禱 _ _ 國 
fig- 6 symbiosis of nature and architecture fig. 7 symbiosis of interior and exterior spaces 
Subject analysis B 3 . 1 5 
Case study 3- Meditations Poetiques _ _ ；rm：; ‘ 
Meditation Centre, France 
Bernard Desmoulin ^ B M B S M I ^ ' . T ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ T l ^ m & M 
Descr ip t ion It is a little open air meditation centre at the ^ ^ • H D B ^ B f 
war cemetery at Frejus intended to serve peo- H H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H H I 
pie of the four main faiths of the soldiers who ^ j B 
lie there (Muslim, Buddhist, Jewish and Chris- 、 ' ^ ^ S 
Two pair of spaces each linked by a screen 
against the sky, are set on a stone platform ‘ ” 
and divided by a central way. A rusted steel 
slab which contains an engraved stone, em-
blematic of the faith to which the volume is 广 The rusted steel slab contains an engraved 
dedicated divides the space from each other, stone, emblematic of the faith to which the vol-
ume is dedicated 
Comments 
The structure is very simple and yet works very 
beautifully both in the site and building con-
text. 丨 
The architect has played skillfully with the j| nl = 1 1 
shadow and light, open and closedness, pri- - J - - ^ — • | 
vacy and community. It shows how the build- ‘山丨 ‘！丨卜 
ing interacts with essence, time and memory 
presence by the slowly moving shadows, the 
weathering of wood, the stains of stone by … n'l ® 
the oxidized steel. j J 1 ‘ 
^^^國塵 
二 ： , ； fig 2. Plan showing the four meditation space each 
：乂 又、‘ 、 广 ’ 、 d i c t a t e d to one religious. 
stage I ci 
Objec t ive It is an exercise to start to interpret how Taoism 
can be applied in architecture with reference 
to precedents. 
Tao is t t h e o r y 
a p p l i e d in Images/precedents Concepts 
architecture 
Natural l i fe connection with the nature 
movemen t in Shoin Woman-s university Daisen Lodge 
arch i tec tura l - the glass- enclosed seminar room changes with the seasons 
- t h ^ x p a n s ^ j n d e ^ h ^ ^ e s on the south side i N S i f e U ^ ^ w p c i , -- -
^ ^ m: 
imitation of the natural scenery/ environ- I I ' r f f ^ ^ 
^rLito^byKousukeEndo ！ ； i [j ' ' ^ ^ ^ ^ 奢 
-replication of natural object f j m ^ 随 ^ ^ , ‘ f V ^ * Z 
Koriyama City Museum of Art — — E ^ i i i i W , 
J h e S t o ^ Plaza in front of the exhibition space L E - T " ‘ - p C ^ S O 乙 始 玄 ) 
H M l i i i ^ S 、 . . . 料 . -
m • ii 
evoke the passion for nature ^ ^ ^ 
Mitsubishi Bank, Minato, Tokyo 
二 a picture window in the management office 
I I ^ k B 
A small rustic residence for a 
horticulturist in southwest Florida 
• the colour, texture, day light, geometry 々 ‘•房拖 ^ H  
im^ stage I C2 
experience without actually being there 
(wu wei) 
Chapel on T^he Water, Tomamu, Hokkaido by Ando 
BCE Place by Santiago Calatrave 
-experience of being inside a forest 
Var iab i l i t y a n d Growth- potential to be changed , 
o n m n l o m o n t Diagonal Dwellings by Herman Hertzberger 
o u m p i e m e n i - “ Architect should not merely demonstrate what is possible, they shoulc { M ^ \ \ 
also and especially indicate the possibilities that are inherent in the Q f X •、~^>、. 
design and within everyone's reach. 、 1.、、、"^  
Perforated B _ n g Block I j ^ M ^ ' ^ ^ 
幽 、 
Yin-- Yang -contrasting and complemen- 、 | A 才 、 : 
sol id^nd void, black and white, ^ H S H ^ ^ H \、〔(、丨,)1了 1 , , i 
contrasting components can't exist ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ l ^ : 、 ‘ ] | ^ j ^ ^ ； ： ^ ^ ： ^ ^ 」 
l^^^B^oWl “" ^ ^ ：― t i S M - f e ^ -
i i i i m i “ ^^^ 
Chinese courtyard house . / / / / / t f ^ ^ 
— — — ^ m l - ^ i 腾3 
i m ^ stage I C3 
Negativity ^ ^ ~ T " ~ ~ " " “ 
Koshino House, Ashiya, Hyogo i l e i ) 
the negative space has more power to manipulate ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ‘ ^ ^ ^ 
_ _ _ 
Equil ibrium between confined and def ined 纖民 ^ ^ ^ 
ceiling of the main bar of Roppongi 多安—. V ^ “ w “ 、 、 
Mogul screens ^ " f a ^ ’ 
-the dramatic play of light and shadow create virtual space within rooms 对 ， - f l f 
« I 
lnd」viduality Foreign and seemingly untrue to us | more ‘ 趣 〜 i 
a n d un i t y likely to be true to ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Douglas House by Richard Mierer ^ H ^ H ^ ^ ^ ^ m j 1 。 o r r ^ 
_ _ 
All extreme can be brought together under ^ ^ 丨. . 丨 ^ 
the denominator of a common theme i = — T t 
二 g p : : 二 r ffi：：树雄 " J ” 
accommodate different ^ Z Z Z - . —— TT TT ^ ^ 
二 - i i i r 二 : 5 B 〕 ， 二 二 。 s ® mm 
！ ^ stage II C4 
O b j e c t i v e Preliminary design for the selection of the site 
Scheme 1 
Si te … 一 
= 胸 一 . . 一 . V 〗 一 鄉 ~ • ^ 妥 
，T<» w t h — ^ — _ _ t — 丨 - — j — — • :::;:,:.:::、 
〜! 了丨始』 • ‘ i ‘ . ^  ：‘ ,‘ ‘ 
. r — 一 ！ 「 o 
Plan 
C o n c e p t 
. — 」 ...... ... . ] '、J ^ — ‘ 
‘ ‘ p ^ t o h t a a i ^ . 
- 1 i 
I L ， 
- ! 躺 ' ' i m j H O ! 
• - 1 ' : — — 、 ~ — r ^ • 〜 
、 1 
I 他 
一""I."::-—m 〜 ： 二 卞 … ！ — — ‘ — I .一…. 
• ：；纟 . 崎 s . 
, J , , 德 
“ ,, M lapoiAl 
leajis ！OMoBuni 咖即ug aoeds ejmoan eouBJiug 丨細丨S !oq3 Guna人丨eg 
誉 議 麵 
LJi , ； I KmIHIMI eouenbes 
…..—…— 一 概 l e u e d s 




、 ^ J r - j 
uo j i oas 3)!S 
^ II eBeis 
im^ stage I C6 
SchftiTift ？ 
Site ^ R R 闘 ; f f 與 
AfSBJ^  . ；o^ y^ M*-- I ~？ 3 i ^ I £ T I 
MIMlNltAt. AU-cWStBt-eS. S4TB- i f i r-s'f • 
I q . i l l I f f M i 
Firs t level S e c o n d level 
—"ii^"" ： ~ 〜 
‘ 1 — — J f 
rxs^^hsft^ ^TsrceeD TO ope^ C j 1 m::: 
. ^ ； [ >. I 
--DtAM>ftroB. wiT-i HAnruwofc- f 尹 ‘；‘ 
^ — ’ 」 ； / | 
. ： ^ — 業 & t 
y 。 , 饮 二 二 - . ^JW 丨 I . 
賢; tB ‘ I" I；;,,-；;;—..； ：:;;：|；•；  
- I T I ^ f c f * ^ " . i ^ j u “ I \ 
崎 i—» ^ — J 
^ n ： ： ^ — — — — — — 
G r o u n d level 
Concep t khy tw l jm ot- jH^Jfu^e. 
O ^ c f , i r ‘ 
1 1 1 1 1 1 ^^^ 
t 
stage II C7 
Spatial 環 / j \ .. \ \ 、 




a — • ^ ^ ^ ^^ 釋霸 ， 
B ^ ^ S I stage II C8 
Scheme 3 
Site 
」 L — . 
— l e c z j 
一 I J -
Concept 
[： < |C、 、 ^ ^ v t ^ • j-
J ^ ^ m^tan^ TOsswewsefc. 
- H O 似 K A ^ . ^ O T -




i i ^ j ^ i 
Evaluat ion a. Scheme 3 is chosen for further development 
due to its potent ia l for fu r ther des ign 
development. It can also attract more visitor 
as the building abuts on three streets and it 
has oppountities to improve circulation in the 
existing surrounding environment. 
b. The dural relationship of the site can be a 
way to interpret the Taoist view of the 
nature. 
c. Spatial requirements of the centre to be 
refined 
BB^^I stage III ci3 
r ^ Scheme 1 Scheme 2 Scheme 3 
aga ins t t h e 丨••• 
g o a l s a. Mood 
the symbiosis relationship of a new world in the exposed pathway for a forest in the city 
human beings and the nature city visitors to experience to develop the sense 
the changes in the of awareness of the 
nature (rain, wind, rhythm of the nature 
sun, moon, day, 
night) and encourage 
the dialogue with the 
nature 
provide the choices of material flexibility of the the connection and 
satisfaction vs spiritual content engagement of visitor contrast of the centre 
in the centre and the shopping 
streets 
to develop self- awareness and pending pending ： ‘ 
encourage subjective internal pockets of nodes 
interpretation or emotional space 
responses towards the physical 
settings 
to relief the pressure of modem greenery greenery and greenery and ； 
city people and water pool waterfall waterfall 
b. Interaction 一 
demonstrate the complementary the density, scale and the comparison of the 
and contrasting relationship of intervention of the dense’ noisy and 
the centre and the urban site as centre with the urban busy surrounding 
a way of showing the doctrine of fabric environment vs 
Tao the void, peaceful 
and music of the 
— nature in the centre 
integrate with existing urban 
fabric to improve present Jiving 
environment and foster district 
identity 
encourage group discussions within the pockets of inside the nodes in the landscape and 
spaces the enclosed spaces 
allow self- mediation in the slope 
stimulate visitors' (touch, smell, via the sequence of via the sequence of via the spatial 
hear，see) to experience natural the visiting route the visiting route sequence ‘ 
elements in various architectural 
setting 
BB^^I stage III ci3 
c. Image , | | 
，clear identity of its own In the in terms of the access to the centre, the function and architectural 
district language 
give a sense of surprise and via the sequence of spaces 
soothing effect to visitors 
use passive energy source as pending 
demonstration of minimal 
adverse impact on the nature 
express the characteristics of its pending •“ 
building malerial to fs best in details 
regards 
d. Flexibility | | 
provide flexibility for users of pending 
different purpose 
encourage the creativity of the pend ing~ 
use of space by each user -
Taolst idea o1 Growth 
e. Circulation 一 
For the lecturing space, zigzag path path and nodes S i ^ 
circulation time to be extended ^ 
and the circulation path to be 
treated as an exploring process 
rather than merely as passage 
Transaction of spaces either both continuum of continuum of spaces distinctive 
= 二广 e d o r c o n n e c t e d 二 : d transactions otspace 
transactions of space 
provide welcoming and — soothing sound of waterfall greenery and 
• attractive entrance to attract as water poo] at Lady's waterfall 
many visitors as possible Street, 
via unexpected 
discovery at Sai 
Yeung Choi Street 
be easily accessible to the various entrance from entrance from the one entrance from Fa 
building from the site four sides of the site Nelson Street Yeun Street and Sal 
Yeung Choi Street 
and accessible from 
both sides of Lady's 
L Street 
^ stage III ci2 
Objec t i ve D e v e l o p m e n t of the s c h e m e w i t h the 
the uses the 
bui lding as well as the explorat ion of the J ^ ^ H f ^ S ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H 
Concep t The centre intended to convey the message 
of dialogue with nature via the enhancement ^ Q K I ^ ^ ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ S p ^ ^ ^ H 
of purified senses to the people living in the ^ H M l ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ S ^ ^ H B p f l ^ H 
urban 
Concerns a. Ways to attract passer-by to visit the centre ；. \ 
and the experience of going from the urban ll\ ^ ^ S T I \ 
to the center . j \ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ h 
b. the experience of going through the lecture ； 
spaces, which is a way of promoting Taoism. ( T ^ ^ 
Space of Sound 一 —, ^ 
I ^ 1 IP' 
Bridge of Smell 羅 0 
Space of Touch ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Though this process, people can experience 
the rhythm the nature start to to 
to 
to this rhythm. 
C o m m e n t s a. Compartmentation of senses? 
b. Dural relationship of the two parts of the ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " ^ i ^ t ^ ^ f ‘ 
centre 、 ！ 
Eternal spaces W m ^ ^ 
B B ^ ^ I stage III ci3 
Prog 111 BIBMBBBBSIi^MBiBBBBBBSBSBB^^^BI 
丨 
/」 
一 。 ‘ 帅 I cE>j 日 
;T「 
！！!! 
‘ — , — 口 D H B H B i 
Lcjrnmn Program 
m B B 
^ What is existing? 
^ What are the possibilities? 
Ml 
• l ^ m l 
mes^m M 
BB^^I stage III ci3 
. ‘ ^ m f K ^ ^ m . 4 Im 。；1 同 IHH.… i • I 
. . . [ 3 佐 
FirM Floor Pl.t" -
Second rlour 
k . I f e ^ : 碎 : . — 一 ― — — 一 
BB^^I stage III ci3 
I H I H ^ H H I H H I H H I 
H H h ^ ^ ^ ^ 
ML• • •IM .'“ _• y 
Third Floor Pl.in - • - . — . •  —i . , 1 - • ^ 3 J J J j — ： I .“-———_  " " " " • ^ ― / " 1 _ J '「 - . : ’ • - — ‘ 
BB^^I stage III ci3 
—画 _ 
D I — •塵 
Lecture Spjcv Study li 
i r l 
\ Con.'.ii/Mfion room ^^H ^ 
' i k m tt^ i i 2 
I ' ' R ^ J L 
) 「 I l A ^ ^ 
丨 ： " ^ 「 「 「 「 「 「 「 「 「 「 厂 厂 , 
• L 丄― j ^ :^:」-」:；! 
i !•； • i • ‘ — 一一 — """"" { f 
！ ^ stage IV ci8 
O b j e c t i v e Con t i nue to deve lop the s c h e m e wi th the 
cons ide ra t i ons of the c o m m e n t s f rom last 
review and the program is refined. 
S e q u e n c e of Yang 
a t t e n d i n g Tao Street . Entrance Pockets of spaces Meditation spaces/ 
争二 = 二 ^ 一 一 ^ Consultation spaces 
purified state to think 
I n te rp re ta t i on . 
o f Y in a n d U V r ^ 
Y a n g / 夢 
S i i m A 
十mm 
W M m - : • • B i M 
S k e t c h e s M o d e l 
BB^^S Concept D^ 
C o n c e p t 聚打访珍而汝磁 
餘终,f这并洽％ 场 访 、 m M r ^ ^ m 
Return to nature 
The shadow the ever 
colours the the 
tranquity, the the flowing 
the the nature……all 
be 
Dura l i ty • i 
t i ^ 邏 m i m m m M 
嘱 A 
B ^ ^ f f l H Site planning . d2 
Circu lat ion 
- - • " 國 • 丨 ― • m : [mmnfp _i r 、 
i i 一 - .. -
i f ! Nathan Road , . . . ‘ 
• p u b " 。 s p a c e 丨 I 
， sal Yeung Chbi street E n t r a n c e . I ^ ^ 
� l i i i r t h r ^ i i i 
I _ h o - 4 9 p / 1 5 s e c 二 .. J u n g Choi street . 。 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 一 — E | ^ c e r 
• 。 - — 丨 I 
New upper level t 、 ^ M g ^ S ; : 飄 |[ 
pedes t r ian l ink — ^一"^eu^gstreev … • - ^ E n t r a n c e ‘ 一"'一‘丨 ‘ “ ‘ f 
y. . Bfflji—c^Q-lczzhii 丨 Ma — m a — I \waaamamsmmm mmKX i 
Geometry 
(beyond the grid) 
： ‘ \ . i i 
I i : I :： ： 
‘ ： 3 I , i • ； ； • 1 
r - T — ： 丨丨丨I ‘丨I丨丨I 
： I 丨 ‘ I ,1 ! i . 
i h i •‘ m " 1 
I • j ！ ： ： 
I ！ ； ^ I 
h n — , , ~ ^ 1 軍 - ！ 丨 1:1,, J 厂 
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I … . 丨 丨 丨 丨 | 丨 ： 丨 丨 E & f ^ T H I T T F I 
O . I I … . . . 丨 ’ I : M ^ i 
r r " " " " " “ i I i ^ i r m - i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I 1 
^ Building planning d3 
M a s s i n g 
movement of natural forces 
Independance Interaction 
Z o n i n g 入 
a n d A x i s 
y / / ^ Lady S t r e ^ ' ^ X 
p u b l i c ' ^ 
R e l a t i o n s h i p ^ 
~ r ^ j , j g M M i t f 
skyline 
扇 
1 i s l e v e l | ^ ^ 
Bui lding height Building material and Language 
Building design d4 
Sequence of attending Tao 
\ _ 圜 
\ ； 
1.Departurefromtheurban , ^ ^ ^ y ? ： . . y g 
• _ 、 
— 禪 二 散 麵 f 
2. Awareness of what's happen in the surrounding ：确 jl 丨 “ 丨 - ！ 
- _ 「 : * 厕 
3. Dialogue with the nature with the purified senses 一,：： ， 
ilili— 
4. Review of the present ： ^ ® P p ^ ^ ^ a f ^ H P ^ H 
薩 ^ ^ 
5. Purified state to meditate 尹 ^ ^ f ^ ^ B 
Building design DS 
Thermal 
c o m f o r t ^ ^ ^ 
return air 
Z ^ J i 、！ cold air supply 
。。’da^ l^  ^ ^ ^ ^ 
medical > 
..h • 、 ’ 
L U P n J return air floor 
” 、 《 r : — ' ™ - fresh air supply 
Electr ic i ty ^ 
supp ly / 、 、 V 
； “ 义 [ o ^ ^ 
_ 
Yin space 
Y a n g s p a c e ^ ' 
I ^ M W Building design ^ 
Water supply 
、 ： j : C" ^ ’ 
‘ 、 - t : I 
i • ； 、 ‘ / / 
J ‘ ： ^ r ^ / 
• 、 / 广 ：卜../ 卜.广../ 
A I W f 
/ | m . I 
/ | > I T 殊 >1 漏 I ^atertank 幻 OltCl、 
/叙 J ! I 
職ft 
wate fpumpT^^a〖enanK | / / 
Yin Space % X / / / 、 
Yang Space^^^-^ 
H 8 B B ! i Building design d6 
Water supply 
....f L - /. ’ 
/ , / ； , ！ / 
V i .. / / / / 
I I y / 
/ r ' f i . i i F f 
、 、 、 、 
一 — I Q / / / 
Yang Space'^^-^ 
i W I ^ M l Building design dt 
structure / ( 
^ ^ ^ s t e e l truss z . , ' ji 
； t a c t u，丨丨丨丨 f s丨 ‘ T k 
..... i 4 ^ 
h . ^ y i A'isteei bja§ket to hold 
. . . .介丄 :•：會 \ 
\ concrete base 
VC concrete column 
. V \ ! W , 々 Z 
1 丨 Z z Details of meditation space 
^ M i W Building design d8 
Fire Serv ices The roof window will be opened automatically 
to let the smoke out and there are shutters to 
close off the ventilation fan. Moreover the water 
s u p p l y for the m e d i t a t i o n s p a c e to be 
increased. ^ 
Maintenance During maintenance, the steel trusses are 
screwed on to the water outlet pipe on the 
primary steel truss and to support the catwalk 
for cleaning and repairing. 
爹 
•MIMB^ Details ^ 
Glass structure of the meditation space 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 一 一 p o o f W I M O O W 
^ P _ S i ? 二 。 
. _ . 句 j _ A地 
. _ 一 L — . … — — — . 
“ e ^ e v i c ^ c^ i^ 。飞 
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P r o g r a m R e p o r t 
Taoist Resources and Health Centre 
Cimberly Tsui 
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ARC 6010 
Advanced Architectural Design Studio cimberly Tsui 
T a o i s t R e s o u r c e s a n d H e a l t h C e n t r e 
Point of departure/ background: 
As w e may aware, the same glass boxes that rise in fvianhattan are being constructed 
everywhere in China. T h e entire wor ld is gradual ly becoming western ized and homogenized. . 
The inf luence is not jus t the physical form but also every aspects of our daily life. 
Being one of the earl iest civi l ized country in the world, China has wel l deve loped historical 
her i tage and cultural background wh ich are worth preserving. But the quest ion is how can the 
virtues of the culture be preserved and fostered in such a way that they can ‘ adapt' to 
the present complicated modern society. 
Description of project: 
The project starts wi th the review of one of the ^ ^ ^ 
main phi losophical bel iefs in tradit ional Chinese 
culture i.e. Tao i sm wh ich emphas is the 、 ^-；：：：^^^ 首 ^ ^ i ：：： ^ 
harmonious and unify relat ionships in the 坦 
universe. Taoist at t i tude towards life can be T ^ e ^ m ) ^ 
seen in accept ing and yielding, the joyful and / / j y -
carefree sides of Ch inese character . As modern ( j ^ J j h 
society becomes more advanced and complex, 
Tao ism encourage people not to be bound by 
the exist ing f ramework and to think of more 
possibi l i t ies and to act accord ing to the rhythm of 
the nature. The ind igenous phi losophy can thus • j 
help us to see the wor ld f rom a new perspect ive 
which encourages us to live more 'healthy', not 
just physically but a lso spir i tual ly- comple te 
health. 
The project starts wi th A Taois t Assoc ia t ion wh ich is p lanning to set up a Taoist Resource and 
Health Centre that a ims to promote Tao ism to the ci t izens in the urban area of Hong Kong. 
The centre is an educat ional and medical institution with the m i s s i o n as fol lows: 
• to explore how archi tecture can convey the rhythm of the nature to the people and f rom 
which to st imulate people to think and act accordingly as a way to introduce Tao ism to 
cit izen. ( As Tao ism can' t be taught s imply by words, it shou ld be learned f rom one's own 
exper iences . ) 
• to explore the language of modern Chinese archi tecture via the t ransformat ion of the 
indigenous Ch inese phi losophy- Taoism. 
Client: -
With sponsorship and suppor t f rom the academic wor ld-and the genera l public ’ The Taoist 
Associat ion which is coordinat ing all the Taoist organizat ions in Hong Kong is going to set up 
the centre to promote, in t roduce and advance the tradit ional Tao ism. 
Site: 
Mongkok 
• The centre can demonst ra te how Tao ism can apply to modern society, i.e. a break 
through of the exist ing fabric. 
參 It is one of the densely populated area where are c rowded with local people, which 
becomes an ideal p lace for both promot ion and serving the communi ty . 
• Unlike a wel l built env i ronment , Mongkok is in an urban site wh ich has potential to be 
redeveloped. It can set as a leading role or example for any further deve lopment in the 
surrounding in regards to responses to its cultural heri tage. 
2 Traditional vs modern 
2.1 Tradi t ional Chinese arch i tecture , . . … 
When studying traditional Chinese architec-
髓 s h • 霞 e r n 随 
a. work ing wi th the nature : , ^^^^ 
In the past, climatic concerns and the master-
ing of building materials and technology dic-
tate many forms of the traditional Chinese a r - . 
chitecture. There were works that not only d i s - 力 ^ The Hakka Rammed Earth House shows 
played a good adaptability to the natural envi- 腕—l^e form was generated from the 
ronment but also ‘ enrich，the nature. = = T:i_lf!!tpmatenals’ climatic 
concerns and living habits. 麵 
fig. 2 The Chinese garden which was built to 
imitate the natural environment is actually 
treated as part of the nature and harmoni-
ous with it ！ 
yen cnuan—, ‘ ^ 
： lioo veniang [ 
J. ！ ~^luo rxiniang i 
L guG Z 丨gong 
DGse 1 
o<:ntn~I 丨 J 
fig. 3 Details showing the relationship of the 




b. fo l lowing the Confucianism, Taoism V J I ' j 
and Buddh ism beliefs ^ ^ 
The Confucianism, Taoism and Buddhism are Therroaucnv.comDm.,„on..re 
the three main forces that formulate the value, u'‘u>^ ru,th wood 
moral, orders and attitudes towards the nature ( ) 二：： 
and others in the society which not only guides E.nh -.v.rh goic 
the deposition of individuals but also the way — ) 、’耻‘ 
of living and hence showed expressly in archi- ^ ^ / V ^ 二 ： 二 ⑵ 瞻 瞧 。 
tectural form. ^ g ^ ^ ^ L w.他 
W 1 ③ : : : : : : 
fig-3 Diagram showing the productive and de-
structive relationship of the Five Elements- a part 
of Feng shui 
fig-4 The use of auspicious dimensions, geomet-
ric forms and colours in traditional Chinese ar-
chitecture 
- 二 I 
I z 一 画 誦 I _ 二 . 
qdJULJUuLJb —— 
fig- 5 Plan of the Xiangpuzhai showing the an-
cestral hall at the end of the central axis where 






Siil^ ' •虹 
Culture likes a genetic code that past from generation to generation. But its form of presentation 
never repeat exactly as the former one. 
2.2 Contemporary Chinese archi tecture ' [ — 漆 
As technology develops and the influence of " " 々 j f ^ ^ 、 
western culture, much of the life style, moral \ ^ M ^ ^ K 
systems and ideology are changing. Nowa- ！ 
days, it is very common to see that duplica- ‘ 
tions of skyscrapers of New York city to any , 慮产！麗，，錄 
Some of the architects do aware the impor- , 
tance of cultural identity and hence design a 广 ^ r n ^ l m k ^ ^ ^ ^ 
skyscraper with a traditional Chinese roof. ， ^ ^ ^ J ^ r ^ ^ ^ ^ g 
A mere copy of any traditional forms really V ^ / j ^ y 、 ^ ^ 
doesn't help. Architecture is really a physi- I : : ”' 
ca/ presentation of the activities and the 〖 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i f e ^ ^ 
belief of the nation's culture at the particu- ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
larperiod of time. Therefore modern Chinese 
architecture should represent the life style and 如Technology dominate nature. 
beliefs of modern Chinese people. Drawback? 
Hong Kong is complex society where people 
are living under many influences both western 
and eastern. People follows the trends of the 
western countries and yet deep in their heart 
is a set of Chinese moral and value systems. „ j • 
People are constantly under high pressure and j 
always bounded by different orders, frames 
which inhabit the imaginations and suppress 
the personal emotions. 
fig. 7 Holiday Inn Hotel 
I fr _ 
h X\f . 
化 \\ I 
fig. 8 Chinese wearing suit to visit relatives 
during Lunar New Year- physical presenta-
tion vs belief 
2.3 From Taoism to modern Chinese 
architecture 
Taoism is a rethinking process of modern so-
ciety . I t rejects comparison, standardization 
and generalization. Because all these reveal 
the inadequacy of the system and limit the 
possibilities for other approaches. 
That's why everything should be treated sepa- g^^ g^ ^ . 
rately and individually. It explores the new pos- H t 
sibilities and gives freedom for everyone to in- 4 , 
terpret by themselves. 
Therefore, it is a traditional belief that is very : . A j • ^ ； 
suitable to apply to the modern society like j k f i ^ ^ A j M ^ • . J M A M g 
H , K。ng 1 
As the process of getting to know the Taoism 
is by one's own experience and interpretation, ， “ ， I T ^ ^ P P ? ^ 这 f l ^ S ^ 
the centre which is intended to be a educa- 、 
tional ground for learning Taoism is going to 
be very different from the conventional educa- : 
tional institution. And its form is going to f o r - 、 -
mulated from the indigenous philosophy. fig.9 Learning Taoism is from personal ex-
perience and not the knowledge that can be 
taught literially 
Modern Society P M 
Modern 
^ ^ H j ^ ^ ^ ^ S Chinese ^ ^ H 
fig. 10 Taoism influence the ways of behaviour of modem people, which in turn affect the 
architectural setting. 
1 Interview with Mr. Ng Ming - scholar in Dept. of philosophy of CUHK on Oct 1, 96 
3. Definations 
3.1 Taoism 
Defination of A Chinese religious philosophy based on writ-
Taoism ings attributed to Laoze( c 605- 530 BC), char-
acteristically concerned with the achievement 
of harmony with nature and the Tao.^ 
Taoism, along with Confucianism, is one of the 
two major indigenous religio-philosophical tra-
ditions that have shaped Chinese life for more 
than 2000 years. A Taoist attitude toward life 
can be seen in the accepting and yielding, the 
joyful and carefree sides of the Chinese char- //：：：^^^^?^^^ 
acter.2 : . J ^ ； — 〜 . 
' V : " ... V 
• ； 八,”’‘ ... 
The word Taoism encompasses two distinct . .、: “、二•. 二 ^ ^ ： 巧 , . 、 
terms in Chinese: Daojia C ^ t ) and Daojiao , 
The former is usually translated as ‘ ：；;^； J ： 
philosophysical Taoism', and later ‘ religious ® - ' i I::：!,. V : — 
Taoism’？ ： ”•:：：：: ?• '^：: -
. . t . ' . —. 广 
..二： ^ 
Phi losophical |n the classic of Taoism, Dao De Jing, the Tao : 
Taoism has three levels of meaning and correspond- --^Zzz!^：^^ 
ing concepts:^ 
1. Tao as the Metaphysical Being: the Tao ex- b ;;i "丨 
ists before the universe and everything comes [ 、 义 J 
from it. The concepts of you (；^ ) and wu 
• OOOOOOCKX： \ ~ /Z c-c-:-r 
( 餐 / ) are used to describe this metaphys丨- ••• ; ^ ^ ： ： 二 • ••• • 
cal being. Not -Being does not mean Nothing- \ % ； ；| s J 一 ？ l\ 
ness but rather the absence of perceptible 〔 c \ : ：：: 一广：. l \ 
qualities. c 丨 • 沪 。 ^ ！ ^ ^ ；：‘ — ^ '1 
^ l i i i l l i 
2. Tao as the Law of Nature: every quality ex- / f ^ W ^ X ^ X 
ists in a cyclic manner, it involves and will _丨 j 
evolves into one's opposite and finally oneself i ^Xs^^y 
again. All the element in the universe should e ： ； , ^ ^ ! 
harmonious with each other. / ： ^ ' 工 卜 ^ i^^TZ^WST^^i 
3. Tao as the Way of Living: one should b e - 』 f S ^ ： ® ? ( O ) ？ ^：： 
have so as to let oneself and others to be their 穴,A.妹 
‘ natural' selves. The concept of ziran and 、 ^々？V ^ ^ : 
wuwei ( ) summarizes an ideal f C I 二 、 、 
Taoist's behaviour. ： •o — 二 
Religious It is eviove from the philosophical Taoism. With ^ ^ 錢 ： 
Taoism the Dao De Jing as the basic guidline, the I J 、 
reiigous Taoism emphasis on the rituals that 
to achieve immortality thought nedan (\考外）吻 ^ jhe diagram analysing the develop-
and weidan (介气）. ment of Daoist philosophy and application 
in Chinese culture 
1 The New Shorter Oxford English Dictionary ~ “ 
2 Britannica 
3, 5 Interview with Mr.Wu Lian Zi, Hong Kong Taoist Association 
4 ？ r 來 熟 ， 么 I 务 进 ? f 及 外 j ” . 着 漆 ： 沖 專 書 肩 . , n i 
Taoist attitudeCommon attitude towards the universe: ‘ ； 
t o w a r d s t he • from functional aspect- useful, practical • 、 … ” 今々冗二萝》 
un i ve rse ® • from scientific aspect- objective method ^ ^ • 
• from religious aspect- the meaning of ere- ” 
ating it by the god '-.、:, / _ ， ， , , ^ ^ ^ 
Taoist attitude: 
Never judge the universe from any view points • 
or value system, admire it by yourselves. E.g. . 
Artists interpret the nature in their own ways , , , 
which represented in different visual presen- ；^ 二, , ^^ 
tation. Therefore Taoism emphasis on harmo- 二 , 六 
nious relationship with the natural environment 、 / , , , 。； 
All parts of the universe are attuned in a rhyth-
mical pulsation. Nothing is static; all beings are 
subjected to periodical mutations and trans-
formations that represent the Chinese view of •二' " 一 乂 ’ ‘ " … -
creation. The order of the universe can be 以々‘之 丁 a M u d e towards the nature: 
quantified or qualif ied by human beings Aitsts interpret the nature according their 
own 'gut feeling'. 
T a o i s t a t t i tudeTradi t ional interpretation: 
t o w a r d s t h e * “ the man of superior virtue never acts 
m o d e r n ( wu- wei), and yet there is nothing he leaves 
society® undone." 
• Wu- wei is not an ideal of absolute inac-
tion nor a mere “ not- overdoing" It is an 
action so well in accordance with things 
that its author leaves no trace of himself 
in his work 
• ‘ The perfect man has identified his life 
rhythm so completely with the rhythm of 
the forces of nature that he has become 
indistinguishable from them and shares 
their immortality and infinity.' 
Modem interpretation: 练科叙:〜、“ 
• application of Taoist philosophy in the com- -
mercial world f 
• harmonious social relationship with others, r ‘ .声 
• 愁n密二xfst^g culture, we can view/ ‘ 
interpret the world from other p e r s p e c t i v e s . 谬 碌 驟 f \ 
• forget about all the exist ing rules and W ^ f ^ ^ 
standards. They are not the universal truth. 斤 
What is the truth is up to one's own inter- I S f d ^ ^ M ^ ' i . W ^ ^ ^ 
pretation and understanding. K ^ ^ S M % M f w ^ 
• It protects the individualistic character of 
every being, protects the power of creativ- i ^ ^ a W 游 , 洛 W ^ ^ k m h / ^ ^ W X m 
i ty，protects the rights of every beings, fig.3 Taoist attitude towards the modem so-
When everything is respected by its own dety : 
characteristics，the harmonious relation- " never confined by existing circumstances 
ship in the universe can persists. - to be oneself and to act according to the 
rhythm of the nature. 
6 Interview with Mr. Ng Ming 
• It must work on a system with its own cu卜 
ture. The more complex and effective a ‘ 爾 
system is, the more efficient the philoso- H ^ ^ ^ ^ > 
phy will be. R i V 
• If Confucianism is the " cu l t u re " (k^C ) H ^ m J w f t M ^ 
Taoism is the " s u p e r - c u l t u r e " ( 起 欠 ‘ 
It always works on and supplements a . , 
culture and caiYt exists alone. f S ^ H I l 
Taoist a t t i tude • enjoy the present life fig.4 "Confucianism is 'culture'. Taoism is 
t o w a r d s t h e • be healthy and energetic - qigong, taiji 'superculture'. They are complementary to 
I if 07 each other.“ 
_ 
fig.5 Emperior Ch 'in Shih Huang believed Tao- fig. 6 Taoist concept of death- like a bird “ 
ism and sent 3000 girls and boys to find pills when it die, it will go into the deep forest 
for immortality. where its feather fly away in the sky" - it 
will go back to where it comes. 
7 Interview with Mr. Leung Hoi To, Ching Chung Taoist Association of Hong Kong 
4 Program 
4.1 Client profile 
Cl ien t Hong Kong Taoist Association 
B a c k g r o u n d The Associat ion was set up in 1961 as an vol-
untary organization to serve the community 
and to unify all the Taoist organizations in Hong 
Kong. It also acts as a representative of Tao-
ist organizations to communicate with the gov-
ernment. It is one of the ‘Big Six，religious 
groups in Hong Kong. 
Goal of t he it is mainly a administration centre which 
A s s o c i a t i o n 1. co- ordinates all the Taoist organizations in 
Hong Kong 
2. promotes Taoism to citizens of Hong Kong 
St ruc tu re of salary based: 
t he Assoc ia - 1 General Secretary- hold meetings, co-ordi-
t i o n nation with all the Taoist groups ( over 60 in 
their member list), liaison with the government, 
decision maker 
1 Secretary- clerical works 
1 Accountant 
1 cleaner 
C l ien t ' s With the funding from all the Taoist organiza-
missior^ f o r tion, the Associat ion decided to build a Taoist 
t he p ro jec t Health and Resources Centre in order to pro-
mote Taoism and serve the local community. 
The site is chosen to be Mongkok where is 
one of the densely populated residential and 
commercial area. It is also popular to the tour-
ists and all the Hong Kong citizens. 
C l ie r j t ' s The centre should 
r equ i r emen ts 參 be a complete innovative design for pro-
moting the Taoist theory 
• aim for educational, medical consult ing 
and body strengthening purposes 
• serve as a leading role to demonstrate 
the importance of preserving Chinese culture 
4.2 Project Program 
Miss ion • to explore how architecture can convey 
the message that people should think and 
act according to the rhythm of the nature 
as a way to introduce Taoism to the citi-
zens. 
• to use the indigenous Chinese philosophy, 
Taoism for the exploration of modern Chi-
nese architecture 
Goals As the setting in the centre is used as teach-
ing tool for each individual to interpret by them-
selves, the centre should: 
a. Mood 
• promote the massage - the symbiosis re-
lationship of human beings and the nature, 
encourage the dialogue with nature and 
develop awareness of the rhythm of the 
nature and natural phenomona( rain, wind, 
sun, moon, day, night, vegetation, organ-
isms, water, soil,air, etc) 
• p r o v i d e the c h o i c e s of ma te r i a l 
satisifaction( shopping activities around the 
site) vs spiritual content ( i n the centre) 
• to develop self- awareness and encour-
age subjective interpretation or emotional 
responses towards the physical settings 
• to relief the pressure of modern city peo-
ple 
b. Interaction 
• demonstrate the complementary and con-
trasting relationship of the centre and the 
urban site as a way of showing the doc-
trine of Tao 
• integrate with existing urban fabric to im-
prove present living environment and fos-
ter district identity 
• stimulate visitors' (touch, smell, hear, see) 
to experience natural elements in various 
architectural setting 
c. Image 
• a clear identity of its own in the district 
• give a sense of surprise and soothing ef-
fect to visitors 
• use passive energy source ( natural day-
light, prevailing wind, shading devices) as 
much as possible in order to demonstrate 
the minimal impact on the nature 
• express the characteristics of its building 
material to is best regards 
d. Flexibility 
• provide flexibility for users of different pur-
pose 
• encourage the creativity of the use of 
space by each user - Taoist idea of Growth 
e. Circulation 
• For the lecturing space, circulation time to 
be extended and the circulation path to be 
treated as an exploring process rather than 
merely as passage 
• Transaction of spaces either clearly de-
fined or connected smoothly 
• provide welcoming and attractive entrance/ 
entrances to draw in as many visitors as 
possible 




a. Scope of works 
• to act as an educational and resource 
centre to introduce and provide 
information of Taoism to visitor 
• to act as a health centre to promote 
Chinese medicine 
H u m a n Sp i r i t ua l P h y s i c a l 
Needs Hea l th Hea l th 
A c t i v i t i e s Education Taiji 
Meditat ion Chinese Medicine 
Information Acupuncture 
A r c h i t e c t u r e Lecture space Consultat ion rm. 
Library Green space 
b. Users 
serves mainly three catalogues of users: 
i. General publ ic 
a place 
• to experience and be inspire by the 
rhythm of the nature 
• to relax and enjoy 
• to have medical consulting services 
• to have Chinese Acupuncture treatment 
• to play qigong, Taiji 
• to medicate 
ii. Students 
a place 
to learn Taoism via reading and experience 
to exchange ideas 
to acquire information related to Taoism 
i i i . Scholars 
a place 
• to teach the students 
• to discuss with the general public 
• to do researches on the indigenous 
philosophy 
• to stay inside the building 
• to write articles and publications 
to meets with each other for exchanging ideas 





I I I 
program off icer 2 p rogram off icer 
I ！ 
medical educational supporting 
“ 1 I I 
5 doctors 5 丨ecturers 2 l ibrarian | 2 recept ionists | 
8 nurses 1 secretary 
1 c leaner 
2 gardeners 
d. Activities 
space activity description spatial requirement other requirements ^ 
'g reen space ' Qigong, Taiji, 1000 - open to public 24 hrs 
- c o n n e c t i o n to nature 
lecture s p a c e mediat ion, lead by 1000 - var ious spatial quality 
lecturer, group wh ich acts as the tool 
d iscuss ions, fo「teaching 
l ibrary retr ieve information, for 150 quite but not necessary 
self - s tudy convent ional sett ing 
consul ta t ion Acupunc ture , 150 privacy, equ ipment 
「ooms consul tat ion service, 
Ch inese medic ine 
dormi tory for overseas scholars 200 s imple layout with one 
to stay h nos bed and a private toilet 
in format ion for visi tor 's enquries， 150 
off ice clerical works 
'' se rv ices toilet, E/M serv ices 300 
room, gardener 's room, 
c le3ner ’s room 
Total 2950 
e. Bubble diagram 
Public Semi- public Private 
I I 
V i v l ” T S i j i ~ 1 1 I ^ y K J I 
- 「 ‘ : : ^ ^ ， X • 
i i 薩 
m m m r n m m , 冬 % \ J ！ 
• m m m h - Q 
； • v ^ • 
I : ^ J — Dormitary 
Meditation [；|||||： • ； 
？ 、 、 I ~ — Z inf. • 
L e c t u r e _ • office = 
《 、 等 终 - 〜 i . 。 I • 
• “ 
Journey Discussion • | 
I J : , .:... . . . 、 . “ I Toilet I 
Access 
— — Visual linkage 
I I Opened 24 hours 




























































































































f. Learning Program 
goa l : Being immersed in the hepatic busy city life, 
human frequently acts as receptor who keeps n A 
accepting all sorts of ‘ processed' products ( J 
material which are created by others) which \ 广 X 
are in fact very similar to each other • This leads / a ^ 
to the degradation of senses of human being 、 ^ ^ / 
towards the basic natural phenomena and raw 
materials. 
Therefore the leaning program is intended to Before goint into the centre 
increase the sensibilities of human beings 
and to stimulate thinking of each individual. 
Then they may be able to elaborate their own 
way of life in their everyday life. It is a place to 
stimulate but not to give absolute answer which 
has to be found by each individual in their eve- 广 ^ ^ 
ryday life. I ——一） 
v c / 
s tage 1 : slow down pace, calm down so that people will stage 1 
be able to concentrate to think 
Stage 2: increase the sense of human beings: hear, 
smell, see, touch, taste, 
towards the natural forces: rain , light, air, wind, 
day and night, materials ’ vegetation. ^ ^ 
s tage 3: to review the present world from a new per-
spective and be critical 
Stage 2 
z 
Stage 4: ^ ^ 乂 
New possibilities 一 
To be discovered by each individual in their ^ 
daily life. 
r ^ I 
stage 3 
5. Site Analysis 
5.1 Site con tex t 
His tor ica l 1901 
deve lopmen t 
Mongkok, originally known as Mongkok Tsui 
(Vantage Point Beak ^ ^ y g , ) where its . , 
name was derived from a village situated at 
today's junction of Sai Yee Street and Mongkok 
Road. 
Since 1898, the New Territories was leased to 
Britain. The government started to level the hill 
at Portland street and reclaim Tai Kok Tsui Bay 
in the west, from which a large piece of flat 
land was formed in the Kowloon Peninsula. 
Since then the timber industry, light industry 
and dockyard was developed. 
Mongkok ( Prosperous Point) was adopted 
since 1940s when it was changed from a farm-
ing village to a prosperous commercial cen-
tre. 
• 参 ： - V A , �:>�../�\ 
I ur- r^uN MluhC i I I , ^ 
• • \ ' ' I , 一-
, . . - \ •一 z . : 
‘. - f i — . ‘ 一 — i ： \ 
• I 攝 : — 、 丨 、 . , 丨 & 
i i r ~ \\\\\「: 广、 > 
二 i f - • . J ,丨 >\( 
- / — i ^ ^ ^ ' U L : 丨 ‘ ' . 拓 裙 . 丨 ； ： … … … ： 、 T ^ n V f 』 
^ _ 丨 瑜 条 . . . . “ k • # 
、 - 、 、 ； / 、 
• 丨 i J 7 
. ‘ • I I. .•：•': 二•一 ，-.:• 、― 、，，、 Z ,‘.- \>V rA' '.i • z 
: 」 : ; : : : B . 、 r 丨 / Z 彳 丨 、 ： ‘ 
.一：:」：.....‘•...、:.、 丨 7 . f \ ‘ 
rr： . , l [ k 
I 華 ^。 
m : 
1920 
Since 1910, Kowloon- Canton Railway began 
to operate and Yaumate i Stat ion ( now 
Mongkok Station) became an important load-
ing/unloading centre. 
By 1920s, Coronation Road ( now Nathan 
Road) was extended northwards to connect 
the peninsula and New Kowloon. With the de-
velopment of the loading/ unloading activities 
along the coast, Mongkok had changed from 
an agricultural society to major transport inter-
change. 
% 瀬 巧 、 ： 脚 \ 
… 一 T } -•::‘. \ k J'i -y / 
i w i m — - 1 攀 ： 
3 : 藉 � m m r " 入 ？ 〔 ； 、 . 
m S ' ‘ . 肩 … ： ^ 〜 . . . v u : 
\ . 〈 j V " ： ： ^ : " 丨 . . . A w i i ......., ’ •H 、 丫 1 . 
T : 」 二 ^ ^ 拿 0 桑 
一 卞 … … ： ， . 乂 . • V 
_ _ 、 
- 二 二 二 _ . ! . ‘ . . ） . -〜 it« ‘ ； I-
1954 
After World War II and the takeover of 
mainland China by the Communist Party in 
1949, large influx of immigrants came to 
Mongkok where becomes an overcrowded 
slum. 
1960- present 
Many residents move out to new residential 
in the Eastern Part of Kowloon, the popula-
tion dropped 15% during 1961 -1966. The 
population was then increased steadily to 
at present. 
，，• • ^ 丫 … 1 1 1 1 1 W i S S ^ i 




Mongkok was not planned to be a self- suffi- 、、sh / r i 、 端 飯 碗 餘 餘 R r p ' 
dent district when the district first began to 、余^ 
develop into a commercial and residential 
centre in early 20th century. As a result, there 
is a lack of G/IC facilities in the district. The 厂 二 二 C j 睡 纖 / 
characteristics of the districts are: @ I f f i f ^ ^ l ^ ^ i i ^ e f e j ‘ 
• the preponderance of land use of com- 、 M O N G !〈丨 
mercial/ residential development with a 晚 一 ^ 
minimum of land for community purpose, 雾： 
such as market and open space n ^Sf與爾欲禱钱 
• the exclusive use of residential zone for u 
private housing development “ \\ 
• the development of Tai Kok Tsui and ： 二 ： . • \\ 一 feM參 
Sycanmore as light industrial zones 
• the use of about 40% of the land for streets 
with related traffic and noise problems m o n g k o k d i s t r i c t b o a r o e l e c t o r a l o o u N n A n i E s ： 
01 Mong Kok East 
Housing 02……M。ngK。kNonh 
• no public housing estate in the district 。3 Mong koksouim 
• 1/ 3 of the buildings in Mongkok are mixed 。八 Mong kok west 
commercial/ residential buildings o5 TaiKokTsui 
T r a n s p o r t oe sycamore 
• well served by various means of trans-
portation including KCR( Mongkok Sta-
tion). MTR( Mongkok and Prince Edward f/g ^ Mongkok District Board Electoral 
Stations), KMB routes, minibus Boundaries 
Economy H R H ^ 翔 U H B H 
major economic activities: 
retailing, basically cater for local consum-
ers rather than ^ 
• becoming a financial centre with the flour- I I 
ishing of wholesaling, banking, insurance, ^ ^ ^ V P H ^ ^ H ^ P ^ ^ i W r p ^ ^ V H 
real estate, stocks and shares, import and k * 
export business and professional services, B P ^ ^ ^ f ^ - ^ j i B H ^ ^ - ' 
etc ^ ^ ^ m 
• entertainment centre offering a wide range \ ， - 二 
of relatively cheap entertainment services, P K I ^ t v - 二 ： 二 - 、 
including restaurants, cinemas, amuse-
ment game center, billiards saloons and ^ • 
even mahjong and tin kau house, night m S k ^ ^ - — : - i 
clubs and bars ⑶ 領 
• traditional wholesaling centres such as •『从、；兮; 
wholesale of eggs along Kam Lam Street, ^ J ^ ^ ^ ^ j 、 、: 1 
whole sale of metal ware in Tai Kok Tsui B j ^ B B B g ^ 
and Mongkok West. ^ ^ E J U P I K d S H B ^ ^ ^ ^ H W^BM 
} 
mi /Wrt ivo! 
Crjiln.1 nnd W«lcm 2.1 446 20 BS^  2n AV^  
从Oiai 13 2f) 1R? jfi jfKj 
27 J50 27 3R7 in.llf, 
•Whcm 5 rt 3«0 6 7(11 
Popu la t i on 、‘ 丁丨" 乂 .. ”， ” 2” 
M的gKPk 175C12 ： 142 7IR llfi.qi 
According Hong Kong 1991 Census, Mongkok ：：:: ；；；：； ；；；；； ：；；： 
was the most densely populated area in Hong ” ^ ^ ^ <^826 2 
Kong. It has a population of 165,430. The 二 : ) 肩 二: - -
population has been decreasing since 1981( 二 ： ； 二 冗门 
about 241,000) as most of the residents has 陽 ’ ： ’ ； 二 ： 丨 ： 
been moving to the new towns. :二 iQi， ,柳 
^ Tm I „7 5 inz 7 .17f 
200 J0.1 ' ” 
Ovcnin ^ g,,, 比 5 -奶 
fig. 2 Population density by District Board, 
1981, 1986 and 1991 
A r e a A rea (ha. ) % P o p u l a t i o n % D e n s i t y 
£2St 28.1 19.04 20,495 12.39 729/ha. 
South 22.1 14.97 28,419 17.18 1,286/ha. 
West 19.7 13.35 33,007 19.95 1,675/ha. 
Nor th 20.9 14.16 26,052 15.75 1.247/ha. 
Ta Kok T s u i 40.0 27.10 42 .292 25.57 i ,057 /ha . 
S y c a m o r e 16.8 11.38 15,155 9.16 902 /ha . 
t o t a l 147.6 100.00 165,430 100.00 1,121/h2. 
2. A g e a n d S e x D i s i r ibu i ion 
A G E M A L E ( % ) F E M A L E ( % ) TOTAL ( % ) 
0-14 14,364 (16.12%) 12.841 (15.82%) 27.205 (16.440/o) 
15-29 20,407 (22.91%) 19,322 (25.31%) 39.729 (24.02%) 
30-44 24,986 (28.05%) 1 9 .糾 ( 2 5 . 4 6%) 44,427 (26.85%) 
巧-59 16,270 (18.26%) • 11,456 (15.01%) 27.726 (16.76%) 
50 H- 13.055 (14.65%) 13,283 (17.40%) 25.343 (15.92%) 
TOTAL 89,082 (100%) 76.348 (100%) 165,430 (100%) 
fig. 3 Distribution of the population in the area 
of Mongkok in 1991 
Env i ronmenta l fac tor 
a. wind 
mostly North- east during winter, 
south- west during summer 
b. temperature 
range from 10。C in winter to 30。C in summer 
Royal Obscrvaion- King s Park Waelan Island 
SSS港天文台 京士拍 jpSMFf 
Air icmpcraiurc 
prtssurc Mean Mmt McJin Mean Mean lolal 了 olsl Prevail. Mean 
al mean mux.- mm,- d<-« relative nmounl Toial briphl cvano- mp wmd wind 
> N i o m t i sea level murr, Mcuji mum poml humidm of cloud rainfall sunshine raiion riiiccivon speed 
e 月 平均水!Pjs JPI^ R 平ft a^^ten aitDR* «雨里 KBK — K z::-
. 的 平 9 J S . RK m 两間 mi 
(heciopascals) f'C) ("C) ("C) ('C) (%) (%) (mml fhours) (mm) (dcirrccsi (km'hi 
(百柏R卡）（iiK (BS (ffiR (ffiK (百分比）（百分比）（«幻 （,J两）（宠光；‘CKi (S小P 
‘ 8K ' KK) SR) tfB) 公里 S^ ti 
1993 1 013.6 25.5 23.1 21.2 18.9 75 68 2.143.9 I 859 9 1119 4 090 24.5 
I W • I 012.7 25.9 23.6 21,7 19.6 75 69 2 725.6 1 70：.5 1 053.2 09C 25 < 
I W 1013.7 25.2 22.R 20.9 18.4 77 6S 2 754.4 ) 836 1 1 I3I.S 070 26 4 , 
1995 5 I 009 7 2S 8 26.0 2(1 22.5 82 80 20.S I56.< 110 1 080 21.2 、 
6 I 006.1 31.2 28,7 27.1 2(9 80 7? 243.9 15S.? 1 16.9 230 27.^  
7 1 006 I 30,6 28.0 26.0 25 0 84 .72 668.7 179 0 lU 1 250 20.1 
6 I 007.3 29.9 27.4 25.3 24.7 gf 7f 1090.1 139.2 106 0 090 26 0 
9 I OI(M 30 I 27.6 25.7 23.2 77 61 81.4 198.6 118.0 09P 25 7 
10 1 0U.6 27.2 25.3 23.7 21.0 7E 66 476.9 155.1 102.2 080 ？4.2 
1 1 1 018 0 24.6 21.2 IS.S 1? - M 54 1.8 181 6 102.8 080 29 4 
12 1 032.1 11.•！ 17 i 15.1 9.0 53 34 7.9 220 6 86.： 070 28 4 
1996 1 I 019 0 19 9 17.8 15 5 12.3 71 63 1.3 134 4 77.3 070 26 7 
2 1020.7 17.1 M 9 12.9 lO.I 74 73 27.： SO.O 51.6 010 2E.5 
3 I 014,5 22.2 19.7 17.6 15 6 83 75 83.1 104.9 70 ' 07P 26,： 
1 I CM 0 22.8 20.< 18.5 17.1 82 81 228 7 82.2 71.4 070 2~ d 
5 丨 009.9 27.6 25.0 23.2 21.3 81 75 313.9 119-7 1 19.8 080 20.7 
6 】008 8 31.2 28.S 26.9 24.7 79 70 4CM.0 192,1 13U 220 22.0 
7 1 005.3 31.6 29.2 27.1 25.1 79 71 230.3 216 ‘ 148.6 230 23 9 
Normals for July 
七月平均05況‘ I 005.3 31.5 28.8 26.6 24.9 80 65 323.5 231.1 171.6 230 20 0 Noit ； , Tncc. en : , BSieB • 
fig. 4 Meteorological Observations 
Urban f ab r i c D is t r i c t District A： 
• Nathan Road- spine of Kowloon peninsula 
Accord ing to the fol lowing characterist ics, we • high- rise commercial buildings, most of 
may divide Mongkok to several districts each . the‘m are offices, hotels, shopping arcades 
of which may have specif ic character: Districts： 
• landmarK of Mongkok 
Ti_ 」 ，.1. , , • mostly 10-15 storey post- v;ar resiGsntiai 
a. The age and condit ion of the building and buildings with active street level aciivii.es 
street especially hawkers 
b. The activit ies types District c： 
• government institutions such as schools, 
Due to the di f ferences among the districts, a government office 
mental picture of the identity and organizat ion District D： 
of the districts are built in the mind of local resi- • 10-15 storey post- war residential build-
dents ings with market stalls at street level 
• • serve mostly local residents 
District E: 
• 5-10 storey post- war residential buildings 
with occasional new high- rise buildings 
• characterized by localization of specific 
commercial activities in the streets 
District F: 
• over 20 storey industrial buildings 
• construct ion mater ials sold in shops 
District G: 
• up to 15 storey residential bui ldings 
鱺 
I -
Act iv i t ies Loca l i za t ion of spec i f i c ac t i v i t i es in the 
street level ‘ 
One of the characteristic of Mongkok is that 
there are streets which sell a particular kind of 
goods at an economic price. That's why it can 
attract many local residents as well as tour-
ists. 
Landuse Commercial 
The Outline Zoning Plan below shows the Residential (group A) 




Other specificied uses 
5 . 2 。 — W ^ ^ ^ M 
M o n g k o k • unlike a well built environment, Mongkok 
is in an urban site which has potential to K S B ^ p K ^ * ^ ^ . 
be redeveloped. It can set as a leading 广 | • ^ L \ • ； ^ j r v J ^ ^ S - ^ 
role or example for any further develop- / " W i " • V f f ^ ^ j ^ 
merit in the surrounding in regards to re- 成 具 m B B ^ ' ^ i j ^ ^ H H H 
sponses to its cultural heritage, /I 
• It is one of the densely populated area 
where are crowded with local people, I f l U ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H H 
which becomes an ideal place for both | [ • 赢 ! 
promotion and serving the community. 『 j j ^ ^ J H ^ ^ m ^ ^ Q ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ j ^ ^ ^ m 
• It is located in one of the busiest com- , ' ' 
mercial and tourist area and the centre ,'以“^  i l ^ M M B • 'A 
can be a new attraction . f ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f x j ? /； 卑~7丨 
Site . near to Lady's street and is located at the a S S i M i ^ M f p \ m ^ … 一 
heart of Mongkok 
t ics at the margin of old and new development 
• located in the old residential district adja- ：： ^ ^ ^ H 1 m n a 
cent to those high rise commercial build m B M P L . ; J M | . M M M 
• always crowded with people especially r ^ S M I 叫 
d u _ holidays 肩 
fig. 2 Hawkers in service lane 
w ^ w e 画 - - JR W M 
Site se lec t ion • Taoism : search for alternatives to exist- ” 一― 
in r e l a t i on to ing rigid frame work 』 円 
Tao ism the centre can act as a purifier in this busy, • J m V f y - . . - — . 
complex urban context - a break through W B U 
the ^ k g ^ ^ m ^ J U m i l l l l l 
life (>7 ^ )’ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ t / ^ B B B l ^ 
thus should be in to our city life ^ S ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H H j j j ^ t 
\\\ fig.4 The centre as a purifier to the district 
Building Zoning: 
con t ro l The site is zoned as Residential ( Group A)i 
site. The centre falls into column 2 of Outline 
Zoning Plan which means uses may be per-
mitted on application to Town Planning Board. 
Height restriction: 
92m P.D.2 i.e. 86.55 m above the site ground 
level (+ 5.45 m P.D.). 
Plot ratio and site coverage: 
According to outline zoning plan, the permit-
ted plot ratio for non- domestic development 
is 9. The site coverage requirement should 
be refered to First Schedule of the Building ( 
Planning) Regulation. 
1 Mongkok Outline Zoning Plan No. S/K3/8 “ 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































c. Bui lding types 
V e r a n d a h There are only two near to the site. It is about 
Type 3- 4 storeys high with columns sit on the pave- I'- i " r T ' | 
1920s ment forming a verandah below. … : ^ J g j j ^ ^ ^ ^ j j j ^ ^ 
f m 
C a n t i l e v e r e d It is about 5- 7 storeys for those built in early 
type 1950s and around 12 storeys in late 1960s. It 
1950s- 60s is characterized by the cantilevered living 
quarter above ground floor and mezzanine 
over the pavement. The staircase serve two 
adjacent living quarters. For building at cor-
ner site, the cantilevered portion is often car-
ried around the corner with continuous ribbon 
window. 
Rectangular It is about 7 to 14 storeys. It is formed from 
Mass Type multibays and is usually served by lifts. It forms 
1970s- a continuous wall block in the urban fabric. 
Pod ium It is composed of a point block of over 20 
Tower Type storeys building sitting on a podium which is 
1980s onward usually dictated to commercial uses. 
Bu i ld ing facade f 
E = I t = X = ± 
1 li II T 
} II nzzc 
t = i ] = i i t = t 
t = = i t = = z z = r 
:i II II I 
l ^ ^ a s f 
1 ^ ^ ^ M S H S r g _ _ 
丨丨 4 - _ _ _ 
^ ^ ^ I ^ ^ M M 匪 国 S H E 
Original facade j 
i ’ fe Illegal structure s k T ^ rt^BTT^^ B H r t ± i 
T ~ II II T 
r II II I： 
] -；；；； i -
-I II II - L ^ ^ ^ t f c V " 
I 丨丨丨丨 I ^ ^ ^ ^ m m . .Hi ？^HLm 
r ^ ^ l 
Building facade . , I . , I . I. ！‘ H I I ' I I I 丨 P j \ ] \ 
7.1 Case studies 
Case Study 1 
i 
Case The Hong Kong Institute for Promotion of Chi- — , M 
nese Culture \ j B 
1001, Shun Tak Centre, 200 Connaught Road, \ ' ^ M 
Central, HK 
Time of p.m. Oct 2, 1996 / ^ ^ H H ^ ^ H 
i n te rv iew , ^ m H B ^ ^ H H ^ H 
In te rv iewee Mr. Andy O.K. Liu, program manager 
i M^M 
structure salary based: • 
t he ins t i tu te 1 program manager- leader of the centre, pro- • _ 
pose conduct 
the Board 
dec is ion 
making，all internal and fjg y jhe institute is located in the Shun Tak 
externa丨 co-ordinat ion, Centre 
financial control 
1 assistant manager- internal administrative 
works, accounting works 
3 program officer- run program W K H t H S m l ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ S S B t ^ K t ^ 
secretary p ^ ^ H ^ ^ ^ I ^ B ^ ^ B H I H ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H 
I V ,1‘ | | • ‘ ^ ^ d H ^ H 
professional, people from academic , cultural, • i M I t r i i i T ' ' ^ V P ^ S ^ I 
business, mass-media fields 
S i te data Total - 20,000 sq. ft 
7000 sq. ft rented to the School of Continuing 
Study of the Hong Kong University for raising H j ^ ^ ^ ' ^ ； 
funding for the centre ‘ ‘ H S ^ H 
6 0 0 - 7 0 0 s q . f t f o r office use 
=10 sq. ft for exhibition, lecture space, aca- J f ^ 孟 。 : 
demic seminars, meetings ” “ 
F inanc ia l 2/3 of the funding from renting the space to 
s u p p o r t HKU ^ ^ ^ 
1/3 of the funding from donation, fund- raising, f W ^ ^ V O -
and fees charged from the activities 
B a c k g r o u n d The institute was founded on 11th January, — : i ^ L ^ » m ^ ^ I k . , 
1985 in Hong Kong as a legally recognized non-
profit making organization. Originally the insti- ^ B ^ B ^ B ： - ^ ' l l B " J H 
tute was formed by a group of volunteers who ' ' i ^ j B 
were scholars, teachers and people who are ^ H ^ S v ~ 
interested in Chinese culture. With the finan- ^ ^ ^ H r ^ ^ i y H " l ^ ^ ^ H 
cial support from the business sector, the in- ^ H I ^ H 
stitute was then set up \ ^ K n / t m 
a. To promote, introduce and advance Chinese fjg. 3 office 
culture ， 
b. to facilitate cultural exchange among Chi- H H H H I ^ " ^ t t H H W i ^ ^ P ^ , 
nese academics in HK, China and overseas 
and to promote the development of Chinese 
culture — 
c. To build up a network with international cul- h H • 
tural and academic organizations to facilitate ^ ^ H 麗 
cultural exchange ^ ^ H ^ M t f 
• • • • i ^ H 
Activities The range 
- academic 
seminars, monthly dialoquium, talks on historic, 
cultural, economic, scientific, religious invest i -力弘 "Exhib i t ion space 
gation, workshops of folk arts, discussions and B V P I ： " … ^ W ^ ^ M 
These activities are usually held in the centre ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ g ^ ’ 
and promoted for the interests of the citizens, . ^ ^ . . 
for those who want to further study the Chi- ^ ^ 〜 “ 广 
nese culture and for teachers to promote to E ” 
b_ Performances or exhibitions - including I 
Chinese opera, folk arts, art works which may 
be held in the other cultural establishment such 
as the Art Centre, Cultural Centre, City Hall, 
Town Hall and Schools etc. ’ • 
c. Cultural investigation tours- including vis- . . 
its to historical places, villages in China to have "口 5 Lecture room 一’ " "一 
further detail studies of the traditional heritage. ‘ 
d. Exhib i t ion panels lent to various organiza-
tion such as school, local community centre • for promotion. 1 ^^^^I^^Hi^l 
e. Mass- media such as newspapers ^ ^ 邏 
Problems a. Insufficient spaces and equipment S U H V j 
As some activities require larger space and 
special equipment such as Chinese o p e r a ， | J ^ ^ m 
they may need to apply to other organization, 
Due to insufficient space and manpower, their ^ ^ 
huge collections of books, paintings etc are j ^ Q • 
unable to display or lent to citizen. ^ H . 
b. Publ ic i ty fig.6 Control room " 
As the centre is located in a commercial build-
ing which is closed during Sunday and seems 
difficult to be accessed or noticed by ordinary 飄 a { H H 
Citizens. i l r r a 「 1 T 穩 
c. Funding | 奢, j K 
As there is no financially support from the gov- | | C * I J ^ ' ^ t r i J l i m . 
ernment, the funding are mainly come form 葡 ^ ^ U i S l i O l ' H B / 雾 
donations which may fluctuate from time to ^ ^ 
d. Uncertainty after 1997 I 1 C ^ ^ ^ 
possibilities: 
• Chinese government set up a new one to 
replace this institute or expand this centre n H H H H H K ^ ^ ^ ' ^ ^ ^ m B a i m 
• Resource centre for students fig. 7 Director's room 
Suggestions for my project 
a. Taoist union which co-ordinate all the Taoist - j ^ ^ ^ B 
Associat ion in HK …广 
b. Usually Taoist Association is associated with 
Taoist religious which is the financially support 
for the organizat ion. ？ ! T 孕;M ^ v i a t 
c Associat ions study purely phi losophy: .Jqss j j U 
； ‘ 
My comments and evaluation 
fig. 8 Meeting room 
a. Lack of identity 
Al though it is an institute which promotes Chi- ^ 
nese culture, the centre is just a typical office 
building without any relevant architectural ex-
pression. 
b. Organizat ion format ion j P ^ j ^ 〜 ^ i J i 
Through this interview, I can have a brief idea ” i , 
of how to form, organize and manage a centre i p . j j 
，which may be helpful for me to formulate the J B _ ' 
Taoist centre's structure, location, client pro- j B L ' ^ T i C B ^ i . ' 
file and activit ies. j F ^ ^ ^ mm 
fig. 9 Computer room 
fig. 10 Storage room fig. 11 Pantry 
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fig. 12 Plan of the Institute 
Case Study 2 
Hong Kong Taoist Association W V A ^ ' 驚 
176-178 Tai Nam Street, 2/F, Kam Ning Build- • ^ ^ A V V - ^ / ^ ^ m 
ing, Kowloon, Hong Kong W -
Time of a.m. Oct 14, 1996 
interview ...々‘’ . 
• • ；' • ‘ 夕 z — 
〒 I J t ^ J ^ ^ ' J 
Interviewee Mr. Wu Lian Zi ^ ^ ^ 
structure of salary based: — " ^ ^ t f f 
the 1 General Secretary- hold meetings, co-ordi- ^ f ^ ^ ^ ^ f f ^ 、 " ^ : ' ^ 
organizat ion nation with all the Taoist groups ( over 60 in r j f f T ^ ^ j ^ f k 
their member list), liaison with the government 
1 Secretary- clerical works H u S ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ S r ^ . ^ -
1 Accountant 
cleaner ^ B i R ^ E 
Background The Association was set up in 1961 to unify all ^ ^ 
the Taoist organizations in Hong Kong and can , / SUBBkL 
act as a representative of Taoist organizations fig. 1 The Association is on the 2/F of this 
to communicate with the government. It is one residential building 
of the 'Big Six' religious groups in Hong Kong. 
Goal of the It is mainly a administration centre which j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H l i i i t t i i & w ^ 办 , 
Associat ion 1. co- ordinate all the Taoist organizations in ‘ . 
Hong Kong 赛 
2. promote Taoism to citizens of Hong Kong ！ 秦 f 
f ^ - ： . - - f f ^ l l Activi t ies The range of activities : | B f c * —历 j 一丄善 j 一 i _ _ J W 通 
a. Educational, and social services k | H B H | 
They have set up four secondary schools, 
primary schools four kindergartens 
in Hong Kong. Participation in the Million Walks 
to raise money for the needs, organize activi- ^； 2 jhe reception 
ties for the youngsters during the summer va-
cations H ^ i V 
b. Religious activities 1 ^ ^ 、 呢 
Meetings with the other religious groups, talks - ^ ^ ^ ^ 
and academic seminars, publish <Tao Mind〉 
annually, perform rituals and organize cere mo- „, 
c. Communicat ions with overseas Taoist ^ ‘ I W t ^ ^ n i l * c - . ^ ！ : , 墨 • 广 J I 
groups n l l B " ’ . f H t i l r 
Meetings with the Taoist groups in China and " ^ J t o j l P H K ^ ^ 
exchanging ideas. ^ ^ W j ^ ^ K ^ S k 
• H P T ^ S 
fig. 3 The main hall 
Financial Donations from the members of the Associa-
suppor t tion 
Raise fund from religious activities 
Other a. Taoism 
comments Unlike Buddhism which emphasizes on living -
f rom the away from the 'actual world', Taoism encour- ‘ 
in terv iewee age people to live in the world and faces chal- H 
lenges. They concerns with how to interact with 
the existing elements in the world and harmo- ^ i j 一 
nious with it. That's why they are very concern 
with the care and respects to others and how f ^ ^ j B ^ P j i Z ^ ^ ^ y ^ ^ l ^ ^ ^ f ^ 
to live with a longer life in this world. Qigong, [ S | ' 
body strengthening, healthy life style and ； g i ^ 
healthy diets are important to them. S j i W l ' l ^ " ' S | 
b. The concept of death k A j t e L ^ 
Buddhism- second life •一 : i t b m g W B l 
Taoism- like a bird “ when it die, it will go into 
the deep forest where its feather fly away in 11 豫 : j B ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ p M ^ B S w B 
the sky" _ it will go back to where it comes. 
c. Types of building body strength 
internal strengthening- qigong, mediation J j ^ - " . y ^ K K ^ ^ H B B / K ^ ^ 
external strengthening- Chinese medicines, 
acupuncture ^ ^ ^ ： 珊 : 、 ‘ ： 、 叙 、 : : , . , 
d. Treatment method ^ ^ [ 招 ； ， ‘ 挺 j 
The doctor will first test the body pulse from f'9- 4 The alter 
which he can analysis the problems happened 
in the whole organizations of the body because 
the human organs are all interrelated. 
A headache does not necessary means that 
there is a problem with the brain. 
It may due to the heart problems which is re- ^ ^ ^ ^ 
fleeted in the brain headache. fe^J^V^ 
The doctor can then exercise some acupunc- 二 
ture to the patients, give advice on the diets H p ^ 丨 一 _ 一 
and physical training, or give some Chinese 、-〜 ‘ , r i , ; 
herb to the patients. ^ j 
Comments a. Potential client 
and evaluat ion The Association's organization and goals are 
very appropriate to be the client of my project. 、 
b. Ways of promoting Taoism ^ J r i 
Their way of promoting Taoism is via setting | 
up schoo ls and by edca t ion to the 
youngersters. The method is very direct but ‘ i ' / : ‘ ,W 
the effectiveness is doubtful. H ^ K y x X ^ f f i g 
The centre has organized many religious based 
activities which can attract many devotees. 
However, the focus is then shifted to perform- , 
ing Taoist rituals. 
fig. 5 The director's room 
Case Study 3 彳 r l " ^ 
Ching Chung Taoist Assoc ia t ion of Hong j l -广乂 
Kong ^ ^ 
160- 174 Tai Nam Street, Sham Shui Po, ^ " ^ ^ ^ ^ 、 ’ 二<卞 j ? ' 广 -
K o w l o o n 二 崎 喻 , g 
Oct 彻 6 ^ ^ : 工 
Interviewee Mr. Leung Hoi To MS^^fMM-^ ^ ^ ^ 薩 
Background The Association was a voluntary organization 丨丨 
which set up in 1949 to promote Taoist reli- ^ H H W U H B H H I B B H B i i ^ i ^ t t l i d K 
g iou口nd Chinese culture in Hong Kong. It is ffg. -j jhe Association occupies the whole 
a rel ig ious organizat ion which has many building 
branches. One of them is the Taoist College ^ ^ i 
which aims to provide a educational ground 1 
for studying Taoism. B k , ； 
—-、::〜:， 一 ” 二 
Act iv i t ies: a. Social serv ices 一 — — 作 ! 〜 … ^ * ^ f l j 
set up clinic, dentist, acupuncture, elderly cen- ^ ^ ^ -；：：.； ‘ 5 » W U 
tre, schools to serve the community ^ S ^ • ... I » f H 
b. Religious 圏 ^ • / 丨 一 ， - J 
ancestral and temple for worship, religious . ！ • 〜 .一_ J B I 
y ‘ fts&ui 
Within the the or-
o r g a n i z a t i o n ganization of the ‘ temple ‘ has follows the prin-
in re la t i on to dples of traditional Chinese Taoist temple. ^ Social services - the clinic ( 2/F) 
Chinese 
t r a d i t i o n a l 
Taoist temple Tradit ional Taoist temple Ching Chung Taoist Ass. 
a. the importance of a space is The main hall which house three 
Hierarchy of shown in its posit ion within the kings is located at the top f loor 
space buildings groups. (6/F) while other deit ies are located 
on the 4/F and 5/F. The ancestral 
the main hall which house three hall is on 3/F and the clinic is on 
gods is placed at the farest end of 2/F. 
the entrance. 
For other deities, they are placed 
in the halls near to the entrance 
along the central axis. 
b. south exactly south even though it is not 
Facing align with the grid of the room 
direction of 
the god 
c. Subsidiary the subsidiary halls are used for there are subsidiary halls which is 
halls living, dinning or services and def ined by co lumns are located on 
must be placed on both side of the both side of the main space 
main space along the axis 
Comments a. Modern approach of the Taoist temple 
and 
eva lua t ions The Association illustrates the modern way of 
presenting Taoism in architecture. The hierar- ' ‘ " ^ J E H R B S I ^ f f l H 
chy and layout of the traditional Taoist temple W ； 々 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ j ^ ^ j ^ j ^ ^ B B 
are reinterpreted and developed in vertical 
sense. Yet the Chinese modifs and d e c o r a - 『 
tions are copied directly. ^Sy f ! 
b. Focus on religious education ！ 
It is set up as a religious group and the pro- l ^ S f ' / ' ^ 
motion is mainly via performing rituals, setting M ^ j K ^ ^ 侈 。 . 令 „ .•、、•?'•.“’ 
up temples for whorships of gods and ances- j u S M “ 
tors. The focus is more on barely physical pres- ^ k j ^ ^ y 二 _ :：‘ 
entation. The followers are encouraged to per- 三 , m I s L ^ ^ j m • 
forming good deeds. The intention is good but 鬆參華器 j . M ？ j W [ 
there is the lack of the understanding of Tao- ^ ^ 该 织 [ 看 5 乡 ^ | ； ；^! 
ism inrelation to the whole universe, the sod- 碰、 •々•'•. i' M O f l | 、 V 
ety, and life as a whole. X M ^ ^ i M P^i j | 
_ -
fig. 4 Use of Chinese modifs and decora-
tion as a presentation of Chinese architec-
ture 
l A J H m 
fig. 5 Focus is on promotion of Taoist reli-
gious 
fig. 6 The main hall 
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fig. 6 Complarsion of the Taoist temple and the layout of the Association 
Case Study 4 
Taoist College 
1/ F, Cheung Wah Court, 471 Un Chau Street, I ^ K ^ ^ ^ 
Kowloon, Hong Kong -
structure 1 director tiffilJ I [ J 
2 officer Js 
1 full-time doctor who is also apart time teacher , 
Site data The college occupies only one floor of a resi- . 丨 / ^ ^ f t w ^ f c B l 
dential building. The storeys above are the ^ ' ‘ , i 卜 / S B B ^ S 
dome for the employees of the Ching Chung • - f f l \ ' f f ^ ^ M j B 
Taoist Association i i i i i i M W I l T ^ i » I ^ H 
The main spaces includes: fjg. 1 Lecture space 
• one lecture space 60 sq.m- for classes at 
• one small library 30 sq.m opened at night ^ ^ ^ " V S - 》 ； 〉 "1 
for students to acquire information and 参 r s ^ ^ j S S j ^ ^ ^ 
study … : : : 〉 - ^ ^ ^ ^ V i f f i 
• one multi-purpose room 30 sq.m used as -pr 、 ： 一 一 ^ ^ a ^ H 
room for acupuncture during the day and 麵 觀 
as space for courses such as Gongfu, Taiji, 丨 • 18 丨 ip iC M I ^ H f j l R ^ n 
Taoist music and ritual training at night 1' i ！ /ffl f 「卜 / ^ H I ^ S ^ H 
• one t reatment room 20 sq.m where fT^Tl^ fl f f i l J 弯 H P ^ S H 
equipped with medical instrument for i M T l ' M--*'" ® L® M • H G a o i 
physiotherapy • 」 丨 丨 | g 
• one office 10 sq.m for administration 必”• J 
Financial all come from the Ching Chung Taoist Asso- W V j ^ K H v ^ ^ ^ f H 
support I I ^ ^ ^ ^ , 、 j l j j j l ^ H 
Background The Taoist College was set up to act as a v o - “以 ‘ ^ ""厂a/y 
cational school for those who are interested 
in Taoism. It mainly concentrates on two as- H j ^ ^ B D p ^ Z 
pect Taoism, Taoist theory study and Taoist 
religious study. Due to the limited spaces, many fe^ 
of the courses and classes are often offered B ^ ^ l a u ^ ' 
to the members only. 
Activit ies The range of activities : 
a. Taoism study H S f 
• The study last for ten month and it start in ^ H f ； | j g | | ] B ^ . 
September very year. Students should at- • H J 网 ‘；! - | l ^^ 
tend the class on Monday, Wednesday and —• Lfcf ^ 々； _ 
Friday nights. The syllabus includes Tao- l | I ‘ 
ist philosophy, history, relationship of Tao-
ism with other Chinese culture, applica- ^ ^ B H 
tion of 丁aoism in modern society, 丁aoism I H ^ ^ ^ ^ f H 
and environmental protection and Taoism 
in commercial field etc. Usually the teacher 
are on base. They are scholars I I ^ H ^ ^ B ^ ^ B ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H 
who are on Tao-
are from the Universities in 
China. There are also lecturers from local 
universities. • ^ ^ ^ • ^ ^ ^ ^ • f f i H i l l i l l l U i ™ 
fig. 3 Refreshment room 
b. Research on Taoist ph i losophy 
• They have close connections with the phi- f ^ ‘ 
losophers in the China, Taiwan and over- H H P H f 曹 ‘ 、， • 
seas and very often they held international J j ^ . . L ^ 。 、i 
conferences in the mainland China where y , 、’ 
has the experts of studying Taoism. ‘ 
• They have published books and articles J ^ \ ， 
in the newspapers and magazines. ' ^ H • ' j 
c. Body s t rengthening exercise ^ J B P 呢 、 ( 7 
courses of Gongfu, Taiji are organized to stu- r # ^ 7 1 7 ) 
dents i j J 7 I 
d. Teaching of r i tuals In Taoist rel ig ious _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ / | > np•〜 
e. Taoist music ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
f. Promot ion of Taoism 
• via various activities such as seminars held ''' 
in the Institute of Promotion of Chinese - 丄 『 ^ 、”二 I 
Culture ^ ^ B M K S S i S i ^ : J 
via publications J t 龜 
• via exhibition in the Hong Kong Cultural ^ ^ ^ ^ H j ^ ^ t i S ^ ^ f f l ? ^ ^ S t * . ^ 
centre 八 ^ ^ ^ 
g. Chinese medic ine to serve the commu- ftUj^^ ^ 
• mainly Acupuncture and physiotherapy H ^ ^ 
• only can serve 25 person per day due to 
limited space and manpower ^ B ^ U f e ® ' ^ B H H 
• a reservation is a must 协 5 Multi- purpose room used as room for 
• only $ 50 for each treatment ( c.w. $ 150- acupunture during the day and as space for 
200 in private organization) courses such as Gongfu, Taiji, Taoist music 
and ritual training at night. 
Comments a. Promotion of Taoism via intellectual train-
and ing 
evaluat ions This format is more appropriate for the my 
project. 
b. The lack of cul tural ident i ty of the col-
lege 
It is a typical night school layout. It occupies 
one floors of a residential building and is reno-
vated to provide rooms for different kinds of 
acitivities. The setting does not help to teach 
Taoist theory. 
c. Serve a smal l g roup of people 
It is opened only to the students of the college 
and is generally devoted to Taoist believers. 
} 
7.3.2 Taoism and architecture 
I n t r o d u c t i o n a. The two conce rns in the realm o f arch i -
tec ture 
• the human quality of physical environment 
• the harmony and unity of different build-
ings 
b. Taois t ideas 
Laotzu's active negat iv ism, the philosophy of | 
intangibility might give answers to these con-
cerns: ^ 1 
• “ The Tao that can be told is not the per- fa 
manent Tao; B I I ^ ^ B ^ I ^ 
The names that can be given are not the per- j ^ j ^ ^ p H 
manent names." (CHAP. 1) 
• “ The way to acquire positive is to contain ^ ^ 「 ^ ^ ^ ^ 
negative." 
Laotzu's conception of re lat iv i ty 
• to gain and to lose are regarded as parts 
‘ of one thing : j K B l A - J l V iJY 
• nothing could be permanently held or ab- " ‘ “‘ ‘ ‘ ’ _ 
solutely known 
• the changing form or a bow which is wid-
ened when its ends are pushed closer [! 
• “ Limited by space, a frog in a well cannot j 
understand what is an ocean; |l 
Limited by time, a门 insect in summer cannot , , | n p T ^ 
understand what is ice." ( FROM THE ESSAY -AUTUMN . | Y J 1' | 
FLOOD") """"" 
Growth is regarded as the basic function of 、.. 
everything alive, anything which is complete, 
perfect, and cannot grow and change is by 
definition dead. ^ / T A W T M 
• to accept the negative side of being as " n ‘ 、 
well as the positive side, and to leave com- i 1 _ V* 
pletion to nature | I Q ) 
• according to the degree of manifestation, ^ 丨々 
the tangible aspect of a thing is positive ^ 个 
and the intangible aspect of a thing nega- t ~ j ) | j 
“Mould ing clay into a vessel, we find the 卞 
utility in its hollowness; . r y j 口 
Cutting doors and windows for a house, ^ ^ ( ^ P I r 
we find the utility in its empty space. ^ ‘ ‘ 
Therefore the being of things is profitable, r 
the non- being of things is serviceable."( 
CHAP.1L) 
1 Summary notes of Amos Ih Tiao Chang's The Tao of Architecture by, Princeton University Press 
c. Relation to architecture 
• Void, conventionally as negative, actually 
is more important because it is always 
capable of being infilled by solid. 
• Time, although intangible, is more intimate 
to man because it is more sensible within 
human organism itself and pr imari ly 
makes up the continuity of life. Architec-
tural composition is based on the time 
factor for both physical function and psy-
chological experience. 
• With time as the main factor of organiza-
tion, architecture could be defined as “ 
spatial expression of human life and ex-
perience in time" 
• the principle of using negative means( 
intangible content) to achieve positive end 
(what is expected) originated from Laotzu. 
But the interpretation and the suggested 
methods in connection with the applica-
tion of the principle are illustrated in the 
book. 
Natural life- a. Natural phenomena 
movement in • reality is only what we think it is and what HAT! ' T ^ M r ^ F ^ K 
archi tectural counts in understanding nature is the proc- 編 T ^ ^ in . 
v i s ion ess of its function by which alone the law 
of existence supposedly designed by 
some unseen power coutcf be reveated' 
• before we put any architectonic form in -I 
space, there are various natural attributes 
waiting to transform it. The tangible means : > 
of composition at man's disposal are lim- | 已 C^ \ 
ited, the transformations offered by nature •； 
are countless. ^ 
• nature conceals itself not only to preserve . • — — — 
the potential of its energy but also to pre- , ‘ 
serve man's capability to receive its en-
ergy. 
• As exemplified in most of the historical 
buildings, it is rusticated materials having U ( ^ H T 
the quality of natural weathering which will 门 
stay longer, not the finished and artificial ‘ 
one. ^ 
b. Archi tectural v is ion ‘ 
light 
• sharp shining of light and reflects it in its 
partial area, making it fused with the shad-
ows concurrently created and giving the 
surface a vibrating quality. 
distance 
• what is vanishing in space implies the in- •.… 
crease of distance; inversely, what is de- 國 ：：：•： 
creasing in size has the potential of be- : : : : : 
coming great 
• “ Greatness means vanishing; 
\/3nishing means distance; 
Distance means return of greatness." ( CHAP. 25) 
relativity 
鲁 Light, colour and texture combined give 
surface quality. Surface quality has no 
definite being unless it is compared with 
another surface quality. What is lacking 
in one thing is always compensated i门 
another thing, e.g. white is not white with-
out the existence of black. 
• clarity of an object at one distance is ac-
centuated only at the expense of the burr-
ing of objects at another distance 
transformation 
• visual objects are not static, they have life 
because their existence are complemen-
tary inter- related and are subjected to 
transformation due to the transfusion be-
tween brightness and darkness. 
vision in motion 
• concerns speed and time 
• experience the infinitely multiplied visions 
by change of direction and change of se-
quence 
• simplicity is enr iched in vision at high 
speed while complexity is lessened in vi-
s jo r ra t stow motkjf?. e-.g. com[:>texity' frr a 
subway and simplicity in a prison are both 
undesirable. 
• our change of visual interest superficially 
is created by the attraction of a new ob-
ject, but actually is brought about posi- 1 y A n T i r ^ h - A 
tively by the negative factor, fatigue, e.g. ' ‘ ^ ‘ u 门 
visual objects existing in space are bound 
eventually to become non- existent to us . 
after we are fatigued by the monotony of , - 二二一： / '“： 
the same object ' 、 / 
visually hidden • • . . - ' 
• when a known or expected object is par-
tially or totally hidden behind an empty 
wall, it can induce our attention to pen-
etrate via it. 
c. Summary 
Our experience of light and color determines \ 
the primary visibility of visual object. Our ex-
perience of size, distance, speed and time, v ^ , 
determines the visual scale and the temporal 、 p p ^ j 
meter of a composition in the actuality of which ^ A 
observers will move and see along certain di- / n ^ ^ ~ 
rections created mainly by actual emptiness / < j S ) ^ ^ ^ 
and supplementary by fatigue. All these are f 
the inherent potentials an architect could uti-
lize. < ^ 
Variabi l i ty and “ Completeness without completion is useful, 
comp lemen t Fulfillment without being fulfilled is desirable." 
( C H A P , 45) 
a. Organizat ion 
• under varied conditions to start a compo- C ^ ^ i S A T i / S ^ / O M 一 A S Y M p H O H IC. 
sition is to assume only the most prob- w r i O l - H -
able, not the possible, lighting condition, - - ^ ^ ^ 
sight distances, viewpoints, speeds，and ^ - ^ 
certain routes along which the occupants ^ ^ ^ ^ 
will travel with functional purposes / 
• architectural o「otherwise, visual elements / 
become architectonic only when their tan- ( 
gibie meanings fade and they remain as 
the parts in a harmonious whole ^ ^ 
• classification of visual elements: line, pla-
na「shape’ single mass, attached masses, 
environment ( enclosure) and conceptual 
continuity. 
• temporal sequence arranged by an archi-
tect is objective in a sense and never could 
conform to the subjective motion of an 
observer 
• the compos i t i on of v isua l e lemen ts 
reaches its fullest development when 
man's successive memories in different 
environments are mentally composed into 
a symphonic whole. /Analogously speak-
ing, its timbre in color and texture, its pitch 
in size, and its loudness in contrast of 
brightness, its formation is materially gov-
erned by natural setting and human needs 
b. Conceptual interpretat ion CON^CEF^TL^TL 
• 
• what exists in physical space could not 
have meaning without our conceptual in- M ^ ^ ^ 
terpretation and what exists in our mind W ^ S 
would have no meaning without reference 
to physical fo「mation 
• to assume to reveal an architectonic form 
to observer who will see the object from a 
particular angle, this is possible only when 
the form is incomplete, penetrable and 
seen as inter- related from inside to out- 一 
side 
c. Growth 
• meaningful incompletion is taken as the 
most desirable state of tangible being 
• it seems that a shape consisting of dis- c ^ f ^ W T H I M 
connected sections, rectilinear or curvi- n ^ 
linear, can convey its real being better due ^ )。々 
to its potential to change 
• flexible adaptation to match with neigh-
bouring shapes • ：^〉 
d. Sol id and vo id 
- / 
鲁 uniform small units - integrate whole 
different forms - integration problem ^ 
infinite variations of conformity inherent in void A S O VO\P> 
can always serve as a medium to relate them ^ ^ 
• to reduce the solidity of mass is to enrich f ~'J I 
the potential variety of void ； P f r - 4 - - ^ 
^ O U l L • 
e. Negat iv i ty 
• the funct ion of intangible complement 
tends to furnish the opposite of a tangible 
shape N & G ^ A T f Y I T Y 
• when man's sight is moving horizontally, . 
the change of height is more obvious; 
when his sight is moving vertically, the Y ^ 
change of breadth is more impressive 
• three conceivable polarit ies of shape: ^ ^ ^ ^ 
horizontality and verticality; perpendicu-
fanty ancf ODliquity; ancf curvifineanty and 
recti"门earity 
f. Concav i ty 
• a form not only acquires complementary 
richness for itself but also creates the har-
mony between its intangible shape and the 
tangible but similar shape in another form 
• e.g. if a series of bells is hung between 
horizontal elements’ the lively quality of 
the harmony between tangible vertically 
and intangible verticality will be substan- C o M C A Y ^ T Y 
r e — d 邏 1 ^ ^ 
• concavity supplies complementary shapes 嫌 潘 【 ^ 
and hence allows for easy transition be- 像 % 寡 
tween contrasting solid form ^"^Wmnr^ 
g. Summary 
Playing the two important roles in architec-
tura丨 composition, fragmentariness and con-
cavity respectively furnish variability and com-
piement to enrich form. Any richness, when 
used as a means to emphasize a dominating 
element, is something to reserve and not to * ^ ^ f f l 
assert. For a piece of white paper covered by ^ S f S 
a large area of black, it is the border meagerly 
left untouched which will be seen better. 
equmbriurn"^ a. Importance of balance and equi l ibr ium 
• they make man feel at ease, stable and 
in a state of relieved satisfaction for a 
certain length of time 
• without it, transitional motion created by 
contrast and complement would lead to 
endless action and eventually fatigue 
• balance of mass is a compound being, it 
has its physical aspect as well as its visual 
aspect 
b. Physical balance - const ruct ion vs st ruc-
ture 
• construction is tangible; structure is intan-
gible ^^H^AH^. 
• structural principle: provision of the mini-
mum of available material to resist the 
maximum of possible loads 
• construction methods change, structural { 丨 、 l ^ 
principle remains the same ^ r i ^ ^ L ^ ^ 
• to pronounce it with accent, to reveal as LI 
lively a trustworthy structure, allowance WOOD 
for growing and counterfusion of structural -
mean ing must be c o n t a i n e d fn 
architectonic form 
• ‘ The way to weaken is to strengthen.' ( ^ ^ 
CHAP.36) y 
• e.g. the front view of the buttresses - im-
pression of weakness; seen from the sides ' i 
will manifest their actual size and strength 、 
• e.g. when using metal, size is diminished 
by reflection whereas the strength of ma-
teria丨 is enhanced 
what is seemingly weak at first sight be-
comes something light but nevertheless 
having its intangible strength 
• e.g. in traditional Chinese architectonic 
form, a bulky「oof is visually raised in void 
by the movement of its curling form and 
its light columns are strengthened by color 
contrast and their context with a solid ter-
race -bulkiness without heaviness; light-
ness without weakness 
c. Visual balance 
• the size, the form movement，and mate-
rial quality will coherently influence the 
visual balance of the composite 
three factors guiding the visual balance: 
• m3n，s consciousriess of 3门 3xis of b3l3门ce 
which serves as a reference of adjustment 
• the quantity of masses and the distance - / 
of their centroids from the axis of balance 
• marVs position of observation and judg-
ment in space 
“Standing tiptoe a man will fall. 
Striding astray a man cannot walk.” ( CHAP.24) 
• things exists in the state of intangible bal-
ance, able to be adjustable between two 
extremes 
• the quality of lively form is neither defi-
nitely symmetrical nor definitely asym-
metrical 
• invisible axis is adjustable according to 
variable balance of perceived areas seen 丨 o j - B A L ^ c e ^ 
( 
suggestions for balance . 
• the adjustable balance of a symmetrical — — I 
form by containing intangible axiality, ei- j 
ther in the form of an intangible axis or | 
intangible baseline ‘ I " “ l " ^ j 
ur r l fDrm^ fn^  the midd+e- part c^ sf iTcrizon- [_ 」 
tal form and commensurate emptiness at , 
the base of a vertical form 
d. Equ i l ib r ium between con f ined and de-
f ined spaces 
• flexible space shows that it exists in the 
margin between the boundary of physical 
confinement and.that of a space visually 
defined 
e.g. a small rug whose size is smaller than 
the room, the a tmosphere of f lexible 
growth in the room will be strongly felt 
• composit ions which require only visual 
and not physical spaciousness 
• e.g. the disappearance of visible defmi-
tion rather than compliance with the theory 
that certain brightness creates certain spa-
ciousness. In dim light, a black ceiling will ‘ 
disappear and enlarge a space while a 
white ceiling become more visible and 
reduce the spaciousness of space 
• e.g. a fully reflecting surface 
• e.g. to provide a recess at the edge of a 
ceiling or the footing of a wall, a defined 
space is made visually to lose its defini-
tion 
• the compactness without restriction c「e-
ated by contraction of visual space and 
the spaciousness with expansion created 
by visual unlimitedness are important 
qualities of living space 
e. Equilibrium in f lowing space 
• the action of ou「sight when it is guided t〇 
travel from one enclosure to another, by — ‘ 
invitation of emptiness in void as well as f 
by repulsion from o「penetration via the J j 
emptiness of mass J J 
• e.g. open environment has more room for ~ 
bodily and optica! motion whereas a na「-
row environment gives an impression of 
congestion and accelerate forward action. 
In both cases, solid form confirm the di-
rection of flowing arid serves as a rhyth- / ' 
mic link between two separate o「inter- / 
penetrating volume of surrounded void / 
- 哪 樹 iTfiunT trr ftowtng- space' 'ts ? case- .m \ 1 厂 
which an environment is visually confined / / A \ 
in almost every direction, some opening \ Z \ 
to relieve the compression e.g. a row of / j \ \ 
Venetian blind / ^ 
f. Summary 
Architectural composition itself or its relation-
ship with other elements needs balance and 
equilibrium as the means to create the sec-
ondary and tertiary controls of man's visual 
sequence in architectonic space. Both of them 
will affect the sequential harmony of a com-
position. 
Individuality • j h e incorporation of solid forms and the 
and unity connection between environments are not 
composed for purely aesthetic effect. They 
have their functional and psychological 
significance. 
• organic relationship between things sup-
plement the insufficiency in individual 
things 
• e.g. without its relation with the surfaces 
which receive its light, a 丨amp is not a lamp 
a. Individuality 
• a new form, being less influenced by in- • ' i ^ H ^ ' Y / O l / A L ^ l T Y 
terpretation according to previous experi- . -、 ， , 
ence, may successful in optical effective- ' f^C^、'：；〈-" 
ness. 丨 1 1 灘 
• what is foreign and seemingly untrue to - ' ' ' ' 0 / ！ ‘ 
us is more likely to be true to itself. An old ‘ / 丨 
form may fails in this aspect as what we ‘ / 丄 ‘^ k f 1 
see becomes what we think we see so that 、 - " 々 
it is mentally transformed. ‘ 
• Like a new life, the meaning of a new build- _ — > 
ing suggestively manifested by others will 
grow in time form nothingness to some-
th ing of its own. Phys ica l ly , the 
meagerness of its service contributing to 
a broader purpose gives it the potential of 
its functional meaning; psychologically, its 
visually non- being of anything else leaves 
it the possibility of becoming something 
in itself. 
suggestion for creating new form 
• assumption must be made that real ab-
straction is an abstraction without equivo-
cation. It requires unique disposition of 
geometrical parts penetrating into space 
to suggest the unique character of each 
bw^dnTgsert& new ^a rch i t ec -
ture 
b. Unity 
• “ Being isolated only by the range of vi-
sion and audition, 
Neighboring settlements achieve their 
unity by individuality," ( CHAP, SO) 
his method of achieving unity depends on 
deliberate isolation which can avoid unneces-
sary conformity 
• For the control of man's subjective expe-
rience along the continuity of objective 
厂eferences, conscious adjustment of se-
quential change and transition is deter-
mined by the total grouping, deliberately 
arranged or otherwise, of all elements 
existing in space. 
• the spacing between the parts within any 
individual form must not exceed the spac-
ing between individual forms. 
• the unity of one group of buildings depends 
on both ！3te「al spacing and longitudinal 
depth 
• emphasis on surrounding space can pre-
serve the unique status of an individual 
form 
c. Summary 
For all architectural arrangement, the common 
denominators of unity in space and that of 
harmony of forms are the two intangibles ex-
isting in the mind of every creator and every 
viewer. When each building contains these two 
factors, surrounding space and uniqueness, it 
will become a lively entity because, like life, 
physically it radiates in space and psychologi-
cally its meaning grows in time via its func-
tional affiliation. 
Conclusion 
• “ The way to learn is to assimilate. 
The way to know is to forget." ( CHAP. 48) 
• Analogously, knowledge is similar to solid, 
creative forgetfulness is similar to void. 
Function follows form 
• to release aesthetic and character expres-
sion from the prison of functional formal-
ism as well as to tolerate physical limita-
tion, it is important to know that human 
adaptability has no definite limit and that 
function may well follow from. It is when 
rationality and irrationality compromise 
each other that the art of architecture ac-
抑res 'rt& frrsf W^erty of growth. 
• intangible content gives life- quality to 
architectonic form; creative forgetfulness 
gives life- quality to architecture; and spir-
itual being gives life- quality to life itself. 
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